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EXT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - FRONT PORCH - DAY.

•

1.

A mans fisted hand raps its knuckles against a door.
Paunched, 55 year old Lieutenant JERSEY
anxiously on the creaking front porch.

CALLUM

Fifty feet behind him, separated by a sea of dead
unmarked police squad car sits at the curb.

shifts

grass, an

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - UNMARKED SQUAD CAR - DAY.
Rookie CORDON MULLIN fidgets as he stands in the open
drivers side doorway. He watches his partner intently while
his right hand fondles a lucky rabbits foot attached to a
key chain.
An edginess surrounds the young man like a cloak.
Mullin glances up at the house before him.

3.

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - DAY.

•

The weather beaten house
gray sky.
Her dark,
Mullins uneasy stare.

4.

stands ominously aginst a slate
shuttered windows seem to return

EXT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - UNMARKED SQUAD CAR - DAY.
Mullin nervously strikes the talisman's hidden flint.
The furry white rabbit foot disguises a cigarette lighter.

5.

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - FRONT PORCH - DAY.
Jersey knocks again at the front
straightens his tie expectantly
porch.

doors worn surface. He
and glances down at the

Dried leaves drift around his loafers and scattered mounds
of rolled newspapers and unopened mail.

•

Jersey turns
to Mullin.

back to

face the parked squad car.

He shrugs

•

2

6.

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - FRONT YARD - DAY.
Jersey steps down from the porch and moves onto the gravel
driveway snaking around the side of the weathered, deserted
looking house.
Slightly alarmed that he is going to be left behind, Mullin
deposits his talisman and keychain into his jacket pocket
and begins to close the drivers side door.
Jersey nails him with a stern glance.
Mullin hesitates.
Jersey shakes his head and points down with an index finger.
Obediently, Mullin shrinks into the drivers seat.
Satisfied. Jersey starts down the driveway.

7.

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - UNMARKED SQUAD CAR - DAY.

•

Mullin reluctantly stays put. He sticks his hand into his
jacket pocket and fondles his lucky rabbit foot lighter.
The keys make a pleasant jingling sound in his nervous
hand.

8.

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - SIDE DRIVEWAY - DAY.
As Jersey glides down the driveway, he glances
windows lining the peeling structures side.

up at the

Heavy shades seal the house off from the outside world.

9.

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - BACKYARD - DAY.
Jersey moves up to the
into the backyard.

faded

white-washed

gate

and peers

It's just as neglected as the front. It appears that months
have passed since the place was last tended.
A creaking sound draws Jersey's attention.

•

A slight breeze caresses the back porch's tattered screen
door. It flutters open several inches and then closes.
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•

JERSEY
Miss GATES?
No answer.
Jersey can t help but he a little unnerved as he unlatches
the rickety gate and moves into the backyard and towards the
groaning screen door. He looks into the gloom.
10.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - BACK PORCH - DAY.
Nothing stirs.
JERSEY
Anybody home?

(cont"d)

Nothing.
Jersey opens the screen door and walks inside the enclosed
porch
Another, heavier door separates the porch from the kitchen.
A drawn shade prevents Jersey from seeing into the room. He
knocks.

•

JERSEY (cont"d)
Its JERSEY CALLUM - Homicide Division.
A beat.
JERSEY

(cont"d)

Remember?
No reply.
Jersey shifts uncomfortably.
JERSEY (cont'd)
(under his breath)
Shit...
The door gives.

MULLIN
Lieutenant?

(O.C.

Its unlocked.

)

He tries the doorknob.

Jersey nearly comes out of his skin.
Mullin hangs in the porch doorway behind him.
Jersey represses his anger.

•

Mullin nervously glances about.

•

MULLIN (cant"d)
Somethin"s not right here.
Jersey pushes open the back kitchen door.
JERSEY
(sarcastically)
Rookie GORDON MULLIN - super genius.
Mullin swallows.

11.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY.
Jersey quietly enters the extremely cluttered kitchen.
Its a mess.
Unwashed dishes are piled high in the sink and adjoining
Garbage overflows in the wastebasket. Empty
counterspace.
fast food and delivery containers are everywhere.
Mullin follows Jersey into the overripe room.
He looks
about in disgust. He jingles the keys in his jacket pocket.
jacket pocket

and then up into

•

Jersey glances at Mullins
the rookies face.

Embarassed, Mullin smiles sheepishly and slowly
hand from his pocket.

removes his

So much for stealth.
Jersey moves into the living room's threshold and scans the
contents of its interior.
12.

INT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - FOYER - DAY.
The two men pass through a sparsely decorated Dining Room.
Jersey glances at Mullin and points up the stiarcase leading
The men break up as they each go
to the second floor.
their separate ways.

13.

TNT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY.

•

He
Jersey enters the room and examines the surroundings.
flips a wall switch, but nothing happens. Not even an
The
electric clock hanging above the fireplace is working.
second hand is frozen in time.

5
INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - STAIRCASE - DAY.

•

14.

Mullin cautiously inches his way up the staircase
15.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY.
Jersey notices something in the fireplace.
He bends down
and examines a large pile of half charred letters, envelopes
and newspaper clippings. He pulls out a small clump of the
burned clippings.
Headlines blare: PSYCHIC LOCATES BODIES.
Three young
children appear in separate photos above a larger picture of
three small body bags surrounded by a policeman and men in
coroner jackets.
An ice covered lake stretches out behind
them.
Jersey shuffles to another clipping.
It reads: MISSING
CHILD FOUND DEAD.
There is a picture of a smiling red
haired girl next to another photo of a slim, middle-aged
woman (ALLEY). She's pleasant looking, but nothing special.
In smaller case letters; GATES DECLINES INTERVIEWS.

•

Jersey leafs through the rest of the debris.
Other headlines; POLICE CONSULT LOCAL PSYCHIC - PSYCHIC BESIEGED BY
MAIL - GRIEVING PARENTS SEEK PSYCHICS HELP.

16.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - STAIRCASE - DAY.
Mullin moves up the staircase until he reaches the second
He glances about and then decides on
floor landing.
entering the room at his immediate left.

17.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - MASTER BEDROOM - DAY.
Mullin pokes his head into the small room.
He jingles his keys slightly.
A bed
The room is cluttered like the rest of the house.
piled high with blankets and strewn clothes dominates the
cramped quarters.
Mullin steps in and begins to snoop around. He studies the
Volumes of occult and
contents of a rickety book shelf.
One book seems to
haphazardly.
piled
help
books
are
self
SUPERSTITIOUS?
- And
it
says;
print
catch his eye - In bold
FOLKLORE.
MYSTERIOUS
BEHIND
THE
TRUTH
in lower case print;

•

His lips move as
pulls it free.

he reads

the title.

He

reaches up and
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•

Without warning the shelf collapses with a horrendous crash!
Books scatter across a littered dresser.
There is a startled shriek!
Mullins head jerks toward the bed.
The mound of blankets and
beneath them bolts upright.

clothes

explode

as a figure

Mullin fends off a wave of flying wardrobe as it flows over
him
The figure beneath the mound comes up swinging a down filled
pillow as it struggles to free itself from its cocoon.
It
curses muffled obscenities.
Mullin pulls his gun.
Goose down explodes into the air as the pillow crashes
against Mullins face with enough force to send him reeling
into the second floor landing.
18.

INT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - UPSTAIRS LANDING - DAY.

•

Mullins gun
floor.

spins out of his hand and tumbles to the first

The young rookie slams back against
in a blizzard of feathers.

the staircase bannister

Mullin is sent rolling down the staircase as the cloth
covered figure continues its assault.
19.

INT, ALLEY GATES HOUSE - STAIRCASE - DAY.
The world carreens out of
tumble.

20.

control

as

Mullin

continues to

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - FOYER - DAY _
The young man finally
the ground floor.

comes to rest as he sprawls out onto

Jersey appears at Mullins stunned side.
Mullin attempts to shake off the
even to stand.

blows, but

he"s to groggy

•

Jersey glances up as something draws his attention.

7
A large silhouette appears on the first floor landing.
Jersey stares up at the shape curiously.

JERSEY
(some doubt)
Alley?
A meaty hand reaches out from beneath the pile of cloth and
yanks away a clinging coat. ALLEY GATES, a plump woman in
her early forties immediately relaxes her guard at the sight
of Jersey.
ALLEY
Shit, JERSEY She pushes away the remaining
forward into the light.

debris

and

takes

a step

Alley is quite a sight in her rumpled nightgown, robe and
disheveled head of brown hair.
Mullin continues to nurse his aching jaw.
ALLEY (cont'd)
Don't you police guys ever knock?
Alley quickly shoves past Jersey and strides into the hall.

21.

INT_ ALLEY OATES HOUSE - HALLWAY - DAY.

MULLIN
We do -

I did.

JERSEY
You didn't answer.

Jersey watches her move down the hall. He seems disturbed by
He follows her as Mullin picks up his gun
her appearance.
and pulls himself to his wobbly feet.

22.

INT_ ALLEY OATES HOUSE - DINING ROOM - DAY_
ALLEY
People do that
sleeping.
was
I
of their own homes.
"privacy"
the
in
JERSEY
Just getting up, or just going to bed?

8

•

She moves into the kitchen while Jersey stops in the dining
room.
Mullin appears in the hallway doorway behind him his
gun held limply at his side.
Alley doesn"t much care for this comment.
kitchen back door and wrenches it open.

She stops

by the

ALLEY
You're trespassing, CALWM.
Jersey stands his ground.
JERSEY
I tried lookin you up at school.
Alley. Dean of the English Dept.
said you quit - weeks ago.
A beat.
JERSEY (cont'd)
What happened to you, Alley?
The woman shifts uncomfortably and averts her gaze.

•

ALLEY
(softer)
Please leave.
There is an uneasy pause.
Jersey turns to Mullin.
JERSEY
(indicating gun)
Pack it up, Mullin - its time to

go.

MULLIN
(sotto voce to Jersey)
Without the witch?

23.
Alley catches Mullins remark.
in her puffy face.

It hurts enough to register

24.
Jersey throws Mullin a threatening glare.

9

•

JERSEY
You"re battin" a thousand, rookie.
He nods toward the kitchen doorway.

JERSEY

(cont"d)

Outside.
Mullin starts to speak, but thinks better of it.
25.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - KITCHEN -

DAY.

The young man reholsters his weapon and walks down the
hallway. He gives Alley a wide birth as he makes his exit.
JERSEY (cont'd)
(to Alley)
Hard findin" good help these days.
Alley is nonplussed at Jersey's attempt
Her jaw is set impassively.

to break the ice.

•

Almost casually, Jersey moves up the hallway.
JERSEY (cont'd)
That's why I'm here, y'know.
As Jersey walks, he
jacket.

produces a

card from

a holder

in his

JERSEY (cont"d)
I saw that stuff in the fireplace He offers his business card to her.
JERSEY (cont'd)
Figured ya" might need a new one
of these - just in case.
Alley stares at it dumbly.
ALLEY
"Just in case"?
Her anger flares rapidly.
ALLEY (cont'd)
"Just in case" what?

•

Her thick arm lashes
counter clean.

out, sweeping a nearby section of the

•

.10
ALLEY (cont"d)
In case I develop a new hankerin"
for diggin"up baby bones - findin"
em like a damn dog:
Alley fights to regain her composure.
Jersey watches her warily.
The woman takes several deep breaths.
Jersey takes his card and pins it to
hanging above the kitchen table.

a cork

bulletin board

JERSEY
We"ve found the bodies of three
kids, Alley.
ALLEY
cant
help
you.
I
JERSEY
Two John Does ALLEY
There's too much sorrow •

JERSEY
One Jane.
ALLEY (cont"d)
sadness much
too
JERSEY
caucasian
- the boys
The girls
chinese.
ALLEY (cont"d)
- too much responsibility.
JERSEY
Seems a mortician had them locked
up in a back room for some time.
ALLEY
No more.
JERSEY
He kept them alive for awhile ALLEY

•

Please.

11

•

JERSEY
By feeding them.
ALLEY
I don"t want to hear it.
JERSEY
By feeding them parts of his
clientele.
This catches Alleys attention.
ALLEY
Cadavers?
JERSEY
Coroner found human remains
in their stomachs.
Alley looks like she"s going to be sick.
ALLEY

•

Enough.
JERSEY
Mortician turned himself in.
Said he had "ghouls" locked
in a storage room.

Enough!

ALLEY

Jersey relents.
ALLEY (cont"d)
Don"t you get it? Every time
I used to help you on a case I used to pray that the person
we were trying to find would
show up alive - prove me wrong
- even when I knew in my heart
that I was right. I"m tired of
the grief, Jersey. Its too
horrible a cross for me to bare.

•

Jersey thinks on this and moves to the porch doorway and
hangs there. He makes a last ditch effort to recruit her.

12

•

JERSEY
A lot of folks don"t think much
of your gift, Alley - they don"t
believe in psychometry - I do I"ve seen you work - seen the
results. I could use your help
on this one, Alley. Right now we
don"t know anything about those
kids - who they were - where they
came from - who the parents are we don"t have a clue. I"m obliged
to tap all my resources - and
you're one of them.
Alley looks at the floor.
JERSEY (cont"d)
I know you"ve had a rough time,
Alley - but so have a lot of
people.
Jersey glances about the room.

•

JERSEY (cont'd)
You've made yourself a nice little
tomb here - why don't you come
back out and join the land of the
living.
Jersey exits.
JERSEY
good.
some
Do
A long
shut.

(cont'd)

moment passes after the back porch screen door slams

Casually, Alley walks to the porch door and closes it.
She turns the lock.
It resounds with a sudden finality.

26.

F;XT _ ATJ,FY OATES HOUSE - DAY _
A stifling stillness has descended upon the property.

27.

INT.. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY_

•

A clock ticks monotonously,
fro.

the

pendulum

swinging

to and

13

•

The room is deserted.

28.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - dIALLWAY - DAY.
The corridor is empty.

29.

INT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - MASTER BEDROOM - DAY.
Nothing stirs.

30.

INT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY.
A half eaten, home delivered pizza sits on a cluttered
coffee table. The crumbs lead to Alley.
The woman is sprawled upon
propped up by a thick arm.

a ratty sofa,
She dozes.

her

heavy head

Sitting in her lap is a photo album. Its turned to a page
which contains a birth certificate. The same page contains
a death certificate for the same baby.

•

The charred
beside Alley
nightgown.

newspaper clippings, photos and letters lay
Ashes stain her couch and
on the sofa.

Alley catches herself as she is almost engulfed in sleep.
She reorients herself and turns a page of the photo album.
There is a picture of a GRUFF, MIDDLE AGED MAN with a beard.
She smiles sadly and runs a hand over the photographs face.
Once again, Alley begins to doze.
The light begins to fade.

31.

TNT. ALLEY OATS HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT_
A slight breeze caresses her hair.
Stray flakes of ash spin into the air from a newspaper
clipping showing the photo of a Little Girl with blond hair,
wearing a pink party dress.
Shadows shift.

•

A dry stray leaf suddenly lands on Alley's face.

14

•

Alley starts
oriented_

awake.

She

glances

about

the

room, dis-

A cool breeze flows in through the open front door and
screen. Leaves spin into the room through the open portal
and scatter across the floor.
The wind howls in ther eaves.
The charred newspaper
the floor. They make a
darkened front porch.

articles, photos and letters litter
trail leading from Alley to the

Alley notices something on the coffee table.
Its a bouquet of withered flowers
It reads: THANK YOU.
Alley stares at the flowersr
dread creeping into her bones.

with an attached note.

nervously,

an overwhelming

A beat.
The screen
wind.

door

creaks

softly

as it sways slowly in the

•

Alley turns toward the open door and licks her parched lips.
Cautiously, the woman sets aside her scrapbook and rises.
She moves to the front door.

32.

EXT. ALLEY OATES HOUSE - FRONT PORCH - DAY.
Alley barely steps out onto the leaf strewn porch, prefering
to stay behind the relative safety of the screen door.
A sound catches Alleys attention.
She turns.
Her face goes pale and slack.
Sitting at the far end of the porch, cloaked in shadow is
what appears to be a six year old girl, its hard to tell
because of the advanced stage of decay that has ravaged her
body. Her thin blond wisps of hair complement her tattered
pink party dress.
She shivers uncontrollably in the cool night air.

15
The cadaver stares at an 8 x 10 photograph of a Little Girl
she has found amongst Alleys fireplace debris. She runs a
trembling skeletal hand over the photos face and then her
own.
Its the same Little Girl.
Alley chokes
herself.

slightly.

Her knees

buckle, but she catches

The LITTLE DEAD GIRL turns to face Alley.
with socketless eyes.

She looks

at her

LITTLE DEAD GIRL
(in sweet, but sad sing-song)
"Ashes - ashes - we all turn to ashes".
Alley is speechless.
The child cocks her head and then smiles so broadly that her
face suddenly splits.

33.

INT. ALLEY GATES HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT.

•

Alley bolts awake.
Her face and body are bathed in sweat. She quickly reorients
herself.
The room has returned to normal.

Nothing appears amiss.

She takes several deep breaths to calm herself. The charred
newspaper clippings and letters at her side catch her eye.
Alley picks them up and takes them over to the fireplace.
She deposits them back in the hearth and plucks a box of
She kneels and strikes a
matches from the mantel piece.
match.
She starts at something in the fireplace.
Her face goes pale.
Alley extends
open hearth.

the lit

match into the shadowy depths of the

Sitting in the middle of the charred paper debris is the
little Dead Girl's bouquet of wilting grave-flowers.

•

The attached
OUT.

note, scrawled with a Childs hand reads: WATCH

•
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34_

POLICE DEPARTMENT HEADQUARTERS
NIGHT.

INT

VISUAL DEPT. -

- AUDIO

Television static fills the air while scan lines and snow
A picture finally locks in. The
obliterate all vision.
face of JONATHAN CHEN fills the screen. The
middle-aged, oriental man looks very nervous and agitated.
STAFF INTERROGATOR (0.0.)
And you believe this to be true this curse.
Chen looks away.
STAFF INTERROGATOR (cont'd)
Mr. CHEN?

Alley sits at a conference table watching the video monitor
intently while Jersey hovers in the background pouring a cup
Mullin stands off to one side, bored by the
of coffee.
proceedings.

•

Jersey nudges Mullin with an elbow.
JERSEY
(to Mullin)
Pay attention - learn somethin
for once.
Mullin does as commanded.
STAFF INTERROGATOR

(cont'd)

Mr. Chen?
Jersey shakes his head as he moves toward Alley.
JERSEY (0.0.)
You're not helping us here.
Jersey places the cup of coffee
thanks him with a weak smile.

in front

of Alley.

On screen, Chen looks back up.

•

CHEN
(calmly, weary of the tale)
I've told you what is true - all
of it at great risk to myself.

Alley

17

•

JERSEY (O.C.)
Look, Mr. Chen - If you"re trying
to cop an insanity plea, that"s
between you and your attorney.
CHEN
He wont be needed.
STAFF INTERROGATOR (O.C.)
Why is that?
No response.
JERSEY (O.C.)
Answer him, Mr. Chen.
A pause.
CHEN
Because he cant help me.

•

STAFF INTERROGATOR (O.C.)
You called us for help, Mr. Chen
- why did you do that?
CHEN
I did what I did because I was
afraid. They were - are becoming
restless - harder to manage.
The cycle must be stopped - you
must stop them.
STAFF INTERROGATOR (O.C.)
Just who are "they". One more time.
Chen is agitated by the question.
CHEN
They are my masters, just as
they were my fathers before me
and his father before him, and
JERSEY (O.C.)
Yeah, yeah. On and on.

•

STAFF INTERROGATOR (O.C.
So you and your ancestors have
been retainers then.

18
CHEN
Three centuries.
Mullin whistles a creepy tremelo tune.
Jersey is not amused.

He pops a Rolaid.

CHEN (cont"d)
It is a penance generations of
my family have learned to live
with.
STAFF INTERROGATOR

(O.C.)

Penance?
CHEN
(nods)
For mistakes my ancestors have made.
STAFF INTERROGATOR
For instance?

(O.C.)

•

CHEN
They involved themselves with
things they did not understand.
STAFF INTERROGATOR
The occult?

(O.C.)

Chen doesn"t answer.
STAFF INTERROGATOR (cont d)
Question - If these "things"
are so feared - so powerful,
why do they require mere mortals
to protect them?
CHEN
They do not. It has been my
family"s responsibility - curse
- to see that mankind is protected
from them. You see, if they are
not fed - they will feed.
JERSEY (0.0.)
But the bodies we found were dead,
Mr. Chen - no threat to anyone.

•

CHEN
They are "Kyoshi", Mr. Callum - the
When they're full, they can
undead.
play possum very well -

19
For the first time, Chen smiles wryly.
•

CHEN (cont"d)
Very well indeed.
Jersey turns off the monitor.
JERSEY
Creepy guy ALLEY
Creepy stuff.

JERSEY
Wanna" see it again?
ALLEY
Twice is two times too many, thanks.
JERSEY
Well, what"a ya" think?
Alley shrugs.

•

ALLEY
Things happen in the natural world
we can't explain, but this I don't know.
JERSEY
We did a run down on his family
history, appears Mr. Chen is the
last of the line - never married
- no children. He inherited
the mortuary business from his
late father.
This sparks Alleys curiosity.
ALLEY
And who before him?
JERSEY
According to what we dug up. Chen
comes from a long line of morticians.
Why?
Jersey takes a mouthful of coffee.

•

ALLEY
(hesitantly)
Fresh meat?

20
Jersey spits up a bit of his coffee.
ALLEY (cont"d)
If his story were true - he'd
have an endless supply of protein,
wouldn"t he? A limb here an organ
there JERSEY
Give me a fuckin" break.
Jersey rips a couple of napkins from a dispenser.

ALLEY
Who"d complain? Of course he'd
never touch the bodies that were
put out for viewing.
JERSEY
Of course.
Jersey dabs his coffee stained jacket with the napkin.

•

ALLEY
At least not above the waist,
their backs could be striped too JERSEY (cont'd)
You cant be serious about all this.
ALLEY
I didn"t say I was - but, Mr. Chen
certainly is. Maybe he's just
creating his own reality.
JERSEY
And he needed three "ghouls" to
complete it.
Jersey thinks on this for a moment.
JERSEY (cont'd)
Three wasted lives.
He tosses the soiled napkin into a trash container.
This statement appears to make Alley uneasy.
ALLEY
Don"t you mean four?

•

Jersey doesn't understand at first.

21

•

JERSEY
Oh, yeah, well, about what I said
earlier - it was pretty harsh y'know, about building yourself a
tomb and all ALLEY
(stonefaced)
I was talking about Chen.
What a slip.

Jersey shifts uncomfortably.

JERSEY
I"m sorry - I didn"t mean to Jersey is too embarrassed to look Alley in the eye.
ALLEY
Its okay. It doesn"t matter.
Life goes on y"know Alley rises.

•

ALLEY (cont"d)
With or without you.
She begins to put on her coat.

ALLEY (cont"d)
You promise to keep this between
us?
JERSEY
to know.
needs
No one
ALLEY
and I walk. I don"t
publicity
Any
me up after
lookin'
want people
Jersey you,
even
not
this especially not you. Tomorrow I get
my life back and the way I want to
live it.
JERSEY
then?
'Til

•

There is a pregnant pause.

22

•

ALLEY
I"d like to see the bodies.
35.

EXT. COUNTY CORONERS OFFICE - NIGHT.
A weathered monolithic one-story structure (its actually
made up of three-stories, but only one story is visible, the
remaining two are underground) stands against the night sky.
The buildings design is cold and sterile.
Jerseys squad car pulls up into the nearly deserted parking
lot.
Alley stares up and out one of the cars windows.
The building looms ominously.
ALLEY
I never thought - never hoped I"d
see this place again.
JERSEY
You almost didn"t.

•

Alley stares at him curiously.
JERSEY (cont"d)
Buildings comin" down. County
Coroners consolidating headquarters
in Jefferson - all the satellite
offices are bein" dismantled. In
two months, this"11 be the first.

36.

INT. COUNTY CORONERS OFFICE - MAID LOBBY - NIGHT.
Jersey, Alley and Mullin stride into the large, deserted
lobby. The interior is as worn, cold and impersonal as the
Music wafts over the P.A. system - a string
exterior.
quartet. The area has been decorated to reflect the Thanksgiving holiday. Alley hangs back and stops as the men move
to the reception desk.
A banner stretched across the lobby has drawn her attention.
It reads, "Happy Thanksgiving, Count Your Blessings".
Alley glances
familiarity.

about the

place and

•

A chill runs up her spine.

takes a

She shivers.

deep breath of

23

•

JERSEY
Alley?
Alley is momentarily disoriented.
JERSEY (cont'd)
(holds up pen)
Sign in?
The woman walks across the lobby and to the reception desk.
She takes the pen from Jersey and moves to autograph the
sign in sheet.
There is a sudden snarling and yapping as a white-furred
ball of energy leaps atop the desk.
Alley lets out a
surprised squeak as everyone jumps.
Mullin, in typical
fashion puts his hand to his holstered gun.
Growling on the desk before them is FLOOFSOMS, a dainty
looking, yet ferocious toy poodle. A pink ribbon adorns its
clipped head and tail while a jeweled collar hangs limply
from around its trembling neck.
POOPINPLATZ
FLOOFSOMS!

(O.C.)

All heads turn.
A skullish, elderly lady appears from a darkened back room,
illuminated only by the red glow of a portable electric
heater.
The severe looking, white haired woman steps into a pool of
A file folder and several worn record albums
white light.
of concertos and operas are clutched in her skeletal hands.
POOPINPLATZ

(cont d)

Bad!
Floofsoms instantly cowers. Poopinplatz puts down the file
and record albums, crosses the distance between the back
room and the front desk and plucks up the dog.
POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
(baby talk voice)
Doesn't my baby-wayby recognize
dear Lieutenant Jersey?

•

She holds the dog out, it comes to
Jersey's face.

a stop

mere inches from
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(cont'd)

•

POOPINPLATZ
See?
Floofsoms begins to growl.
Jersey swallows a lump in his throat.

Poopinplatz protectively pulls the poodle to her chest.
looks at Jersey suspiciously.
POOPINPLATZ
(to Jersey)
Negative thoughts?

She

(cont`d)

JERSEY
Just the tags MISS POOPINPLATZ Suddenly all business.
POOPINPLATZ
Authorized?
Jersey removes an envelope from his jacket pocket
it to the ghoulish woman.

and hands

•

JERSEY
Authorized.
Poopinplatz removes the form and examines it carefully.
sniffs.

She

POOPINPLATZ
And her?
She casts an unapproving eye at Alley.
JERSEY
She's with me.
Poopinplatz hesitates
eye at Jersey.

for a

moment to

cast an unapproving

He shifts nervously.
POOPINPLATZ
(to Alley)
Drivers license?
Alley quickly rummages through her handbag.

•

Floofsoms snarls at her fast movements.
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Alley notices this and takes great care to move
deliberately.
She produces her license and slowly hands it to Poopinplatz.
The old woman studies
parts her lips.

the picture

carefully.

A wry smile

POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
Porked out, didn't we?
Embarrassed, Alley looks down at her feet.
JERSEY
We haven't got all night, y'know.
POOPINPLATZ
Cool yer jets, Jersey Poopinplatz picks up a cloth bone.
POOPINPLATZ
(jovial tone)
Fetch Floofsoms - fetch!
Floofsoms jumps off the desk and darts for the cloth toy.
hanging from

her belt and

•

Poopinplatz takes a ring of keys
unlocks a desk drawer.

POOPINPLATZ (cont'd)
(returning to her
"all business" tone)
None of our patients are goin anywhere.
She exchanges the license for a clip-on visitor card.
Poopinplatz snaps her fingers.
POOPINPLATZ
C'mon, you too.

(cont'd)

Jersey rolls his eyes and removes his drivers license from
his wallet. Mullin catches on and does likewise.
POOPINPLATZ (cont'd)
I've got procedures to follow.
Jersey and mullin hand her their cards.
POOPINPLATZ
No exceptions.

(cont d)

•

Floofsoms jumps back atop the desk with his cloth bone.
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•

Poopinplatz tosses a couple of badges onto the desk.
POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
Got an admission form?
Jersey and mullin glance at one another.
Poopinplatz realizes they don't from their expressions.
She turns to Alley as she shuts and locks her desk drawer.
POOP INPLATZ
Sorry, babe - not allowed in the
boneyard.
ALLEY
Pardon.
JERSEY
The morgue Jersey carefully picks up the two badges under Floofsoms
The little dogs muzzle trembles as a slight
watchful eye.
growl rumbles deep down inside his throat.
JERSEY (cont'd)
It's the new nickname.
Absent-mindedly, Poopinplatz tosses the
enjoyment. He gives chase.

Beats

bone for Floofsom"s

MULLIN
The stinkhole".

POOP INPLATZ
(says this with relish)
Had an over-ripe customer last
year - a floater - they cut into
him downstairs - puss oozed out
all over the place - Couldn't get
the stink out of that place for JERSEY
Just set us up for a viewing,
okay?

•

Poopinplatz glances at Jersey disdainfully, peeved that her
story has been interrupted.

JERSEY

(cont"d)

Please?
Poopinplatz snorts and almost reluctantly wrenches the phone
from its cradle and punches in a button.
POOPINPLATZ
(into phone)
Got a request from heaven to
hell She glances at the form.

POOPINPLATZ (cont"d)
Gift wrap John Does four o'
twelve, four o'thirteen and
Jane four o" fourteen. Got a peepshow party of three.
Floofsoms jumps into his owners lap.
She hangs up the phone and plucks up Floofsoms.

•

POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
You"ve heard the spiel Poopinplatz exits the reception area through a side office
They part in her
and briskly strides through the group.
wake.
JERSEY
A million times.
POOPINPLATZ
Then hear it again.

37.

INT_ MAIN FLOOR HALLWAY - NIGHT.
Jersey, Alley and Mullin follow as Poopinplatz pushes
through the double doors and into a semi darkened corridor
with Floofsoms held in her arms.
Poopinplatz"s piped in music follows them.
POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
Keep quite. Keep out of trouble and
keep out of my hair.

•

Poopinplatz opens a door a short way down the corridor.
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•

POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
There's so little of it left.
Poopinplatz lets out a single, bone ratteling laugh.
No one follows suit.

38.

INT. VIEWING ROOM - NIGHT.
Poopinplatz slides her hand along the wall which
small desk light.
She opens
quarters.

the

door

wide

turns on a

as the group enters the cramped

POOPINPLATZ (cont"d)
Equipments delicate in here - not
what it used to be. Break it, you bought
it. I"11 be sure to check it out before
your I.D.s are returned.

•

This appears to be
isn't playing in.

the only

room that

A small white desk fitted
monitor dominates the room.

Poopinplatz's music

with a single black and white

The decor is serene but tacky.
A box of tissue papers and barf bags sit near the
microphone just in case a prospective "stiff identifier"
loses their cool.
A dumbwaiter is positioned
linolium desk.

in the wall directly behind the

POOPINPLATZ
Party hearty.
She closes the door behind herself as she exits.
ALLEY
Who was that women?
seeing her before.

I don"t remember

•

Jersey flips a few switches while he talks, but nothing
happens. He's obviously uncomfortable with this technology.

•
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JERSEY
You never came here at night. Poopinplatz
has been working the graveyard shift for
years. Seems nobody has the guts to fire
the old war horse.
MULLIN
The only way they'd ever get rid of her
is if they burned her at the stake - "and
her little dog too".
Mullin reaches over and flicks a single switch.
The monitor comes to life.
Jersey isn't to pleased by this one-upmanship.
ON the monitor a rumpled looking man in his late thirties,
wearing a lab coat and surgeon greens, has just finished
wheeling the last of the sheet covered bodies into view.
They are positioned directly in front of the sub-level
freight elevator.

dumbwaiter

can

also

be

seen

in

the

•

The connecting
background.

SHEPARD's hair is pulled back into a ponytail, and the
rimless glasses he wears gives him a scholarly look.
JERSEY
( into mic)
You again? Don"t you ever sleep?
Shepard waves to Jersey. He speaks into a microphone jutting
from a boom like arm in the ceiling.
SHEPARD
Ah, the sweet sounds of Jersey
Callum, wafting over the airwaves
of W.D.O.A. radio. How ya" doin"
this turkey eatin" eve.?
JERSEY
Never better than yesterday. I"ve
got someone here who wants to take
a gander. Miss Oates whould like to
SHEPARD

•

Alley?

30
Alley looks up from the covered cadavers and
image of Shepards face.
SHEPARD

into the video

(cont"d)

Alley Oates?
At first, Alley doesn't recognize him.
SHEPARD (cont'd)
SHEPARD - WILLIAM Shepard.
Alley still doesn't know him.

SHEPARD (cont'd)
I was here when you
were on the Cunningham case.
It suddenly dawns on Alley.

•

ALLEY
Oh yeah - yes. Now I remember.
You analyzed those bone fragments
I found, made a positive I.D..

SHEPARD
(Shepard nods)
How ya' doin'?
Alley smiles warmly.
SHEPARD (cont"d)
I was startin" to think that ya'
might've given this all up.
ALLEY
I did.
SHEPARD
Back from retirement?
ALLEY
For now.
SHEPARD
Alright!

•

JERSEY
Give us a glimpse, Shepard.

•
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SHEPARD
(jokingly to Jersey)
Ain"t you seen enough of these
three yet?
Shepard removes the sheet from the first body.
JERSEY
I figured they'd get lonely if
I stopped visiting.
Shepard smiles.
One by one, the cadavers are revealed.
An eight year old oriental boy, a thirteen year old oriental
boy and a ten year old caucasion girl with long red hair.
The bodies are all filthy, scratches and sores litter the
flesh. Stitched autopsy wounds crawl up their stomachs. The
eyes are swollen and sealed shut by a crust of yellow pus.
Hair is matted into clumps of grease.
The only other discerning marks are those on the smallest
oriental child. Scar tissue marks the spot surrounding two
small sections of missing flesh. One on the shoulder - one
on the chest.
SHEPARD
Maybe I should wrap em
you to take home?

up for

Alley moves closer to the monitor for a better look.
JERSEY
And spoil these lovely evenings out?
Shepard chuckles.
JERSEY (cont"d)
(to Alley)
Say hello to Mr. Chen"s "ghouls".
Alley studies them carefully.
ALLEY
Not very threatening.
JERSEY
Just very, very dead.

•

Mullin appears to be turning a bit green around the gills.
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•

ALLEY
Any clothing Jersey doesn"t get it at first.
ALLEY (cont"d)
Personal effects?
SHEPARD
Just this.
Shepard picks up a small plastic
little girls dirty feet. He holds
camera installed in the ceiling.

bag positioned at the
it up toward the video

It contains a cracked, victorian-like doll.
dress hang from its brutalized figure.
Alley fights off a shiver.
ALLEY
Nothing else?
Shepard shakes his head.

•

SHEPARD
Not a scrap.
ALLEY
I still cant come down and
touch the bodies?
Mullin is appalled.
JERSEY
Nope. The evidence"11 be
considered contaminated.
Judge"11 toss any case right
out of court.
Alley thinks on this.
ALLEY
Shepard?
He looks up.
ALLEY (cont"d)
Think someone"11 miss a lock
of hair?

•

He grins.

Remnants of a
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•

They all watch as he slices a bit of hair from the smallest
of the three bodies and deposits it in a plastic baggie.
Shepard holds up the baggie for Alleys approval.
SHEPARD
Enough?
ALLEY
Plenty.
Shepard opens the dumbwaiter door and deposits the sample.
SHEPARD
Let me know how it turns out.
He winks at Alley and sends the dumbwaiter up with
the counter weight.

a tug on

SHEPARD (cont'd)
Its back to the salt mines.
Alley smiles.
The dumbwaiter arrives with an audible "thud".

•

Jersey opens the door and pulls out the baggy containing the
hair sample and offers it to Alley.
The woman gingerly takes the sample.
ALLEY
I need a quiet room.
JERSEY
Isolation? The Blue Rooms still here.
ALLEY
Isolation.
Jersey opens the door to the hallway.
JERSEY
Just like old times.
Alley doesn"t seem to thrilled with this thought.

•

They exit.

34
INT. MAIN FLOOR HALLWAY - NIGHT.

•

39.

Jersey and Mullin escort Alley to the Isolation Room.
JERSEY
We'11 be right outside nobody"11 disturb ya
Alley turns to enter the doorway.
JERSEY (cont"d)
And Alley Alley turns and hangs in the doorway for a moment.
JERSEY (cont"d)
Thanks - really.
ALLEY
Thank me later.
shit yet.

I haven't done

She smiles and closes the door.
Jersey smiles to himself.
MULLIN
Think she can really help us?

JERSEY
She"s led me to clues before.
MULLIN
But never solved any cases on
her own?
Jersey rubs his lower sternum for
some momentary discomfort.

a moment,

the victim of

JERSEY
Alley doesn"t work that way.
From what I understand, the
impressions she gets are usually
pretty disjointed - sometimes
they don"t make much sense until
much later in the case. Hindsight's
twenty - twenty, I guess.

•

Jersey bends down to take a sip from a water fountain.
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•

MULLIN
(jokingly)
Maybe she"s a little myopic.
Jersey glances up at Mullin.
went over like a lead balloon.

The young

mans little pun

Mullin awkwardly picks back up the conversation in an
attempt to put some distance between himself and the pun.
MULLIN
So, she holds an object something that belongs to the
missing or deceased JERSEY
And sometimes nothing happens.
Other times Jersey shrugs.
JERSEY (cont"d)
She"s right on the money.
Jersey pulls out his packet of Rolaids.
•

MULLIN
She have this all her life?
JERSEY
You make it sound like a disease.
a

slight ruckus out in the lobby. Both Jersey and
There is
Mullin glance toward the double doors leading into the
lobby, but pay no real attention to it.
JERSEY (cont"d)
Well, the story goes Jersey
chew.

pops

three

antacids

into

his mouth and begins to

•

JERSEY (cont"d)
- that about eight years ago,
Alley fell for some Canadian guy.
They lived together for awhile Alley got pregnant - she told him
the news - he split. Anyway, Alley
decided to have the baby, but lost
it - ovarian cancer.
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•

MULLIN
(winces)
Must"ve been tough.
JERSEY (cont"d)
An understatement for sure. After the
diagnosis, she went through years of
radiation therapy. She fought, she won.
Not long after, she started having
nightmares - dreams that seemed too
real. She followed them up and found
that they had some validity.
MULLIN
How"d you meet up with her?
JERSEY
She called up out of the blue,
said she had some information
on a case I was working on at
the time. I didn"t think much of
her at first, but...
MULLIN
Jeezus, Jersey - You really do
believe in her, don"t you?

•

Jersey gently takes hold of Mullins jacket lapel and opens
his coat.
He reaches into an interior pocket and produces
the rabbit foot lighter and keychain. He pushes it into
Mullins hand. There is shouting from the lobby.
JERSEY
Got to believe in something.
Jersey goes to investigate.
Mullin hesitates for a moment and then follows.
40.

INT.. MAIN FLOOR LOBBY - NIGHT_
Jersey and Mullin enter.
MARTY a driver for the county coroners office is tussling
with Miss Poopinplatz and Floofsoms.
The Driver is attempting to wheel in a cadaver loaded
stretcher while the woman attempts to push it out.

•

Floofsoms has
ingly

latched onto

his pants leg and growls menac-

•
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The strapped down body jiggles about in the
body bag.
POOPINPLATZ
Turn it around MARTY, delivery's
downstairs.

MARTY
I"m tryin to tell ya
no access.

there"s

POOPINPLATZ
This is a lobby, not grand central.
JERSEY
Whoa, whoa. What's the trouble.
MARTY
Pneumatic lines ruptured in the
doors downstairs.
They wont
open. "Lilly Munster" here won't
let me through to the elevator.
POOP INPLATZ
Regulations require
"direct
through sub level three".
Marty continually shakes his
Floofsoms tenacious grip.

delivery

leg in an attempt to dislodge

MARTY
The doors are closed, Poopinplatz!
What d"ya" want me to do, leave
the bodies to stink up the parkin"
lot!
Unseen by anyone, a bolt pops
bounces off Floofsoms skull.

free

of

the

stretcher and

The dog lets out a pained "yap".
Miss Poopinplatz pulls back a fist, ready to deliver a pile
driver punch in defense of her pooch.
Jersey intercepts the
struggles against him.

fist

in

mid-swing.

•

JERSEY
Settle down. Settle down!

Poopinplatz

38
does

so

reluctantly,

but

she

doesn"t

•

Poopinplatz
pleased.

JERSEY (cont"d)
Where's the chief administrator.
POOPINPLATZ
(picks up Floofsoms)
Bed.
JERSEY
Who runs this place at night?
POOPINPLATZ
What's to run? Me up here, five
coroners down in the sub level with
a room full of stiffs. Most of the
personnels already been laid off
or transferred to that shiny new
monstrosity over in Jefferson.
JERSEY

•

Terrific.
POOPINPLATZ
Were only good for overflow now
- twenty-two years of community
service and now the high and
mighty scrape off the bottom of
their shoes and hand us flattened
human stool - leftovers.
She points at the stretcher.
POOPINPLATZ
Like that!
MARTY
Gimmie a break!
delivery boy.

(cont'd)

I"m just the

JERSEY
Is there any other way in or out
of the sub-level beside delivery
or the elevators?

MARTY
If there was, do ya think I"d
be tanglin' with her?

•

Jersey glances at the fuming Poopinplatz.

look
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•

JERSEY
Good point.
MULLIN
Very good.
Poopinplatz throws Mullin a dirty look.
He withers under her haggish stare.
JERSEY
Look, this can all be worked out
- Miss Poopinplatz, get on the
phone and see if you can't get
someone out here to fix those
doors.
POOPINPLATZ
Its late.
JERSEY
Just try! In the meantime the
lobby'll have to serve as an
emergency delivery area. Got
it?

•

She starts to speak.
JERSEY (cont'd)
(threatening tone)
Got it.
She backs down.

Even Floofsoms whimpers.

JERSEY (cont'd)
Good! And turn off that damn
music!
Poopinplatz curses to
The driver hurries on his way.
herself as she watches him go, her authority undermined. A
blinking button on the phone draws her attention.
Jersey and Mullin rush to open the hallways double doors for
the stretcher.

41.

TNT. MAIN FLOOR HALLWAY - NIGHT_
The stretcher
thanks.

glides through

the opening.

POOP INPLATZ
•

Jersey?

Marty nods his

40
Poopinplatz pulls the stereo stylus arm off the record in a
snit. It makes a quick, horrible scratching sound.
42.

INT. MAIN FLOOR LOBBY - NIGHT.
Jersey peers back into the lobby.
Poopinplatz extends the phone.
The paunchy man jogs over to the reception desk.
JERSEY
(into receiver)
Lieutenant Jersey Callum.
A beat.

He frowns.
(cont"d)

JERSEY
Great He hangs up the phone.

•

43.

He doesn't look too happy.

INT.. MAIN FLOOR HALLWAY - NIGHT_
Mullin stands next to the stretcher, he morbidly attempts to
inconspicuously peer through the heavy plastic of the body
bag.
Marty notices
stretcher.

his

He

curiosity.

violently

jerks

the

MARTY
Boo!
Mullin jumps back.

Marty chuckles at Mullins expense.

MARTY (cont'd)
Watch out - sometimes they bite.
He chuckles again.
nervously.

This time

however, Mullin

MULLIN
How - how'd he -

•

MARTY
She man - its a she. If we
knew, she wouldn"t be here get my drift?

laughs along

41
He leans closer to Mullin.
•

MARTY (cont"d)
(conspiratory tone)
Personally, it looks like a
suicide.

Marty holds
hairdryer.

up

a

clear

plastic

bag containing a melted

MARTY (cont"d)
Y'know, just add water. ZZZT!
Poof! Electrocution. What a
Waste. Wanna see? Quite a cute
one.
The young man
A hand comes down on Mullins shoulder.
starts like a jack rabbit. He turns to face Jersey.
JERSEY
Chen's dead.

•

Mullin doesn"t quite believe this at first.
JERSEY (cont'd)
They were transferring him to
the psychiatric ward - somehow
he got loose - grabbed a service
revolver.
Jersey glances at the driver.
JERSEY (cont"d)
Looks like you"11 be makin'
another run tonight.
The elevator doors slide open.
MARTY
(shakes his head)
Who"d wanna" kill themselves,
man? Who"d wanna" end up here?
Sure are some nutty people out
there.

•

Marty pushes the stretcher into the elevator.

42

ins

1

•

The gurney collapses.
Marty barely manages to snare the
body bag as the straps break.
Jersey and Mullin rush to
help support the heavy corpse. The body tips to one side,
its weight splits open a lower section of the plastic
covering.
A slightly burnt hand dangles inches from Mulalarmed face.
MARTY (cont"d)
The key, man - grab the key.
Jersey stretches a free hand out and fumbles blindly for the
yellow pass key inserted in the exterior elevator lock. He
finds it and pulls it free. The door closes.

44.

INT. MAIN FLOOR LOUNGE - NIGHT.
Alley fingers the plastic baggie containing the hair. She
takes a deep breath and slowly, almost cautiously, she
reaches in and pulls out the weft.
She closes her eyes.

•

Almost immediately, a frown knits her brow.

45.

INT. SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.
The elevator doors open and Mullin, still gripping the body,
spills out into the hallway.
Shepard is halfway down the
fountain. He rushes to help.

hall

SHEPARD
What happened?
The four men struggle with the body.
MARTY
collapsed.
Stretcher
JERSEY
She weighs a ton.
SHEPARD
Dead weight.

•

JERSEY
(straining)
Funny - Funny guy.

drinking from a water
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•

Jersey, Mullin and Marty finally get the unwieldy body under
control with Shepard's help.
SHEPARD
I"ve got a station open - this way.
The men carry the body bag behind Shepard.
No one notices the
then relax.

supposedly dead body's fingers move and

Shepard pushes open a door which reads "AUTOPSY ROOM",
someone has drawn a crude sketch of a skull and crossbones
and taped it to the door.
Under the drawing are the scribbled words; WELCOME TO THE
BONEYARD.
The men enter.

46.

INT. - MAIN FLOOR LOUNGE - NIGHT.
Alley's face is flushed from the strain of concentration.
The lock of hair is pinched tightly between her thumb and
index finger.
The corner of Alleys mouth spasms slightly.
Her eyes roll up into her head, exposing the whites.

47.

ALLEY'S IMPRESSIONS - EXT_ WOODED AREA - NIGHT.
A slash of silk whips by.
Shining gold is dumped atop a wet stone surface.
A roaring fire burns.
An ornamental knife flashes.
Blood spills.
It splashes against bamboo and cherry blossoms.

48.

INT_ MAIN FLOOR LOUNGE - NIGHT.
Her eyes
Alleys body trembles.
tightly.
closes
them
She

roll back

into position.

•

She"s witnessing something that happened three hundred years
ago.

44

•

China - 1690

49.

ALLEYS IMPRESSIONS - EXT_ WOODEN AREA - NIGHT.
'An oriental man (FATHER) dressed in ceremonial garb drops to
his knees, his face racked in pain. An oriental woman
(MOTHER) dressed in her own ritualistic wardrobe moves to
her husbands aid.
She forces
missing.

the mans

hand into view - one of his fingers is

Nonplused, she binds his stump with a satin sash from around
her waste.
A shadow falls over the couple. The Mother
looks up.
A dark, imposing figure (the SORCERER) looms over her. He
holds a blood stained ornate block of wood in one hand and
the knife in the other. He extends the butcher block toward
the woman.
The woman
side.

hesitates for

a moment.

She glances off to the

•

A very DEAD ORIENTAL CHILD lays on a large stone slab.
He"s the smallest of the three children seen
viewing room.

earlier in the

Long tendrils of satin have ben tied in the surrounding
trees as offerings.
They weave and twist in a gentle
breeze.
50.

INT. MAIN FLOOR LOUNGE - NIGHT.
Sweat dribbles down Alleys forehead as she concentrates.
The hair
smolder.

51.

Alley

holds

between

her

fingertips

begins to

ALLEY'S IMPRESSIONS - WOODED AREA - NIGHT_
The Mother looks away from her
shadowed eyes of the sorcerer.

dead child

and up

into the

Her body straightens.
She holds out her hand and lays an index finger on the edge
of the block. She closes her eyes and bows her head.

45
WACK!

52.

INT. MAIN FLOOR LOUNGE - NIGHT.
Alley starts at the sound.

53.

ALLEY'S IMPRESSIONS - WOODED AREA - NIGHT.
The Mother falls back
barely conscious.

into the

arms of

her husband. She's

He removes his sash and binds her stump, just as she did for
him.
The Sorcerer scrapes the finger into a ceremonial bowl where
it joins her husbands.
The couple watch as the Sorcerer adds a number of viscous
liquids to the bowl, including his own saliva.
After bowing his head for a short prayer, he takes the bowl
over to the eight year old child and slips the father's
finger into the child's mouth. He makes some arcane gesture
and repeats the process with the mothers severed finger.
He bends over and pressing his lips to the boy's, breathes
into him.
The Sorcerer straightens and dips one of his own fingers
into the horrible goo in the bowl and fingerprints the boys
forehead.
The boy suddenly inhales and arches his back.
The parents look on in awe.
The boys body suddenly exhales, collapses and is still.
His Mother and Father look on expectantly.
A beat.
The boys throat suddenly spasms as he swallows the meat.
His eyes flash open, but they sure wren"t human.

54.

INT_ MAIN FLOOR LOUNGE - NIGHT.

•

Alley suddenly lurches forward and exhales the air in her
lungs, its as if she"s been hit in the stomach.
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The wall directly in front of her becomes transparent. On
the other side is the Morgue. A DOZEN SHEET WRAPPED BODIES
are stacked on heavy metal industrial shelves, at their
feet, wrapped in plastic are their clothing and whatever
belongings that were in their possession at the time of
death. Toe
tags dangle from each foot. Its a very
dehumanizing scene, and not a pretty one.
Awaiting to be stacked on their respective shelves by a
battery operated forklift, the three dead kids still repose
on their stretchers.
The sheets have still cover their
small figures.
Beyond this room, separated by a large picture window is the
Autopsy Room. The room is filled with movement, activity
and noise - talking, saws buzzing, but its muffled by the
thick glass partition.
FOUR FORENSIC PATHOLOGISTS are at
work at four of the five stations set up to receive the dead
for autopsy. Their various patients are all in various
stages of disarray.
Alley watches impassively as Jersey, Mullin and Marty carry
the ripped body bag to station # 5. Shepard unzips the bag
and begins his examination by weighing the body.
MACK a stout, bearded pathologist loads a large polaroid
camera and documents the body's condition with several flash
photographs.
Alleys eyes seem to refocus on something in the foreground
(Morgue) that has drawn her attention.
The three dead kids sleep peacefully.
Alleys eyes look back up and into the Autopsy Lab.
Shepard carefully undresses the dead woman as he continues
Marty waves goodbye and exits with a
to talk with Jersey.
snaps a few more photos of the
Mack
stretcher.
new
brand
nightgown and places it into a
her
folds
Shepard
body while
plastic bag.
Alleys eyes again refocus on something in the foreground.
Through the stark white sheet the chest of the smallest dead
kid seems to rise and then stop.
Alley stares harder.
A beat.

•

The chest falls.

,7
Wide eyed, Alley slowly stands to her feet.
The two other "cadavers" begin to breath.
While Alley watches, The SMALL GHOUL"S (three feet tall)
begins to jerk spasmodically.
Once. Twice.
Alley watches as a the Small Ghoul's right hand slips from
beneath the sheet, a single, razor sharp, utility claw
sprouts from the little pinky.
The
child
has
transformation.

undergone

a

quick

and

effortless

It pulls the sheet away from its face.
Alley is horrified as the little Kyoshi is revealed.
The creature is gaunt and even more cadaverous looking then
its former self.
Bone and skull have shifted slightly.
Small, bat-like ears have grown.
MEDIUM GHOUL GIRL
to change beneath

•

The BIG GHOUL (four feet tall) and the
(three and a half feet tall) also begin
the sheets.

The Small Ghoul yawns sleepily, revealing its jagged, makolike teeth. It sniffs the air and then smiles wickedly.
Alley looks on fearfully.
It jerks its head
The Small Ghouls smile suddenly fades.
Somehow, it is aware of her, even though it
toward Alley.
It snarls
its companions.
is obviously blind like
viciously.
Alley nearly comes out of her
against the wall behind her.

skin.

She violently backs

The wall before her has returned to normal.
Alley stands stunned. She shakes her head
She lets what she has just seen sink in.

in disbelief.

Realizing the danger, Alley bolts from the room.

55.

INT.. MAIN FLOOR HALLWAY - NIGHTy

•

Alley reorients herself in the gloomy hall.

48
The double doors at the far end of the hallway swing shut as
Marty enters the lobby with a new stretcher.
A pneumatic hiss alerts Alley.
The elevator door is beginning to shut.
She dashes for it.
Too late.
The door seals shut just as she reaches it. She attempts to
pry it open but, its no use. She curses under her breath
and heads for the lobby.

56.

TNT_ AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT.
"Muzac" oozes through speakers.
flavor of a department store.

It

gives

the

room the

Shepard has a scalpel poised over the skin behind the young
woman's ear.
He hesitates a moment, noticing Mullins
weakening composure. He lifts up a headphone from his ear.
The buzz of heavy metal is very audible.

SHEPARD
Sure you want to see this?
All the blood has drained from Mullins face.
MACK
Be a man, man. See the world.
Ever the pro, Jersey unwraps a Rolaid and
mouth.

pops it

JERSEY
education, Doc.
his
Continue
Shepard shrugs and replaces his headphone.
MACK
Puke if ya" have to, boy Shepard holds up a water hose.

•

MACK (cont'd)
Were always prepared for guests
who demonstrate the "technicolor
yawn".

into his

49

•

The other pathologists snicker at Mullins expense.
The scalpel punctures the flesh.
The woman"s eyes snap open.
DANA HARPER bolts upright much to
flails about in a blind panic.

everyone's surprise and

SHEPARD
Fuck!
A tray of tools go flying.
Dana screams her head off.
SHEPARD
(angrily)
Damn it to hell!

(cont'd)

Shepard and Mack rush in and attempt to restrain the woman.
Pandemonium ensues.
Jersey and Mullin watch in stunned silence.
•

Blood spatters across Mullins open mouth
Shepard staunches the flow of blood
with a compress made from a sheet.

from Dana's

neck wound

Jersey watches as Mullin faints.
Mullin drops like a stone into Jersey's arms.
Unseen by anyone in the autopsy lab, spidery hands press up
against the Morgue window.

57.

TNT

MAIN FLOOR LOBBY - NIGHT
ALLEY
You ve got to let me have it.

Marty bends down to pick up the bolt.
MARTY
Forget it lady.

•

He examines the bolt.

50

•

MARTY (cont"d)
So that's what happened.
Convinced she"s not going to get
rushes to the reception desk.

through

to

Marty, Alley

ALLEY
The elevator key - I've got to
have it. They've got to be warned.
Alley is panic stricken.
Poopinplatz stares up at her impassively.
POOPINPLATZ
Warned?

ALLEY
The bodies we looked at - they"re
not dead!
This draws Marty's attention.
Poopinplatz doesn"t respond.

•

Marty glances at the old woman and shrugs.
MARTY
(to Poopinplatz)
We do get a live one now and then.
Poopinplatz thinks on this a moment
phone and punches in a button.

and then picks up the

No response.
Poopinplatz disconnects the phone and repunches the button.
Alley is becoming increasingly alarmed.
Poopinplatz remains poised.
ALLEY
Damn!
She lashes out, ripping the keychain from Miss Poopinplatz"s
belt loop.
POOPI NPLATZ

•

Eiey !
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•

Alley runs for it.
POOPINPLATZ (cont"d)
Fetch, Floofsoms - Fetch!
Floofsoms jumps to the
ing, gives chase.

top of the reception desk and yapp-

Marty watches this all with amusement.

He shakes his head.

MARTY
Nutty - nutty world.
He pushes his stretcher outside.
Poopinplatz ambles after. Alley as fast as her
can follow.

58.

INT.

MAIN FLOOR HALLWAY - NIGHT.

Alley bursts through the double doors
elevator at the far end of the hallway.
59.

INT.

withered body

and

runs to the

MAIN FLOOR LOBBY - NIGHT.

•

The double doors swing closed denying Floofsoms immediate
access. He barks and scratches at the door.
60.

INT_ MAIN FLOOR HALLWAY - NIGHT.
Alley fumbles with the keys - there"s so many that she has
trouble finding the yellow one.
She inserts the pass key into the elevator control lock.
The door begins to open.
Poopinplatz appears in one of the meshed windows imbedded in
the hallways swinging double doors. She pushes them open.
Floofsoms rushes into the corridor.
POOP INPLATZ
(cackling with relish)
White meat! White meat!
Alley removes the key from the lock and throws herself into
the elevator. The doors begin to close, but not before
Floofsoms jumps in. Alley fights him off as the doors shut.

•

Poopinplatz rushes to the door and pounds against it.
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•

Foiled.
POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
Fat bitch!
She storms off toward the lobby.
61.

INT. SUB LEVEL HALLWAY - NIGHT.
The hall is devoid of life.

Its too quiet.

The elevator doors open.
There is a quick "thump" and a "yelp" as Floofsoms is sent
flying from the elevator. He skids across the slick floor
and crashes into the wall. He's met his match. The poodle
wails as it runs off down the hall and disappears around a
corner.
Alley looks out into the hall.
protection of the elevator.
62.

INT.

Cautiously, she leaves the

SUB LEVEL LOBBY - NIGHT_

•

Alley walks into the half light of the reception area.
Long, door lined corridors stretch off in both directions.
Alley takes a deep breath and heads south.
Alley makes her way in the
she passes.
She comes
door.
63.

INT.

to the

gloom, cautious

of every shadow

and slowly

pushes open the

Autopsy Room

SUB LEVEL - AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT.

The room is ripped to pieces.
Alley steps in. Debris is scattered everywhere.
to the Morgue has been shattered.

The window

Alley notices a fire axe in the shattered emergency box and
pulls it free. A dummy she ain"t.
She almost loses control at the
She moves into the room.
sight of all the fresh blood splattered about. She begins
to back towards the door when a sound causes her to turn.
freezes.
Alley looks into the deep shadows of the Morgue and

•

Something moves.
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INT.

SUB LEVEL - MORGUE - NIGHT.

•

64.

The room is in disarray.
Bodies hang limply from shelves, disturbed by foraging.
Sitting atop the battery operated forklift the Medium Ghoul
feasts on a Pathologist while the Big Ghoul rips at Mack"s
lifeless form.
A dead Pathologist lies behind a desk, his upper torso in
view. The feet protruding at the other end of the desk have
been stripped of flesh.
The Small Ghoul has dragged the bloody corpse
of a
Pathologists atop the fifth level of the shelves. It takes
turns sampling its menu. It eats an ear off and then snacks
on a finger.
The creature looks happy and contented, it
The creatures gaping
even makes a pleasant purring sound.
mouth rips a chunk from a pathologists side.

65.

INT. SUB LEVEL - AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT.

•

Somehow, Alley remains calm, but her wild eyes indicate that
she"s on the edge.
The creatures are so intent at
haven"t even noticed her yet.

the task

at hand

that they

Alley swallows and takes a hesitant step backward.
Her foot lands squarely
from the Morgue window.

on a large chunk of unbroken glass

CRUNCH!
66.

INT_

SUB LEVEL - MORGUE - NIGHT_

One by one the Ghouls look in her direction.
The Small Ghoul appears to be particularly
intrusion. It squeals out a command.

67.

INT_

SUB LEVEL AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT_

Alley is frozen with fear.
The Big Ghoul roars as it charges.

•

The Medium Ghoul follows.

pissed

at the

54

•

The creatures
way.

bound

over

or push aside anything in their

Alley looks like she's going to faint.
The Small Ghoul remains atop the shelving unit
with great agitation.

and chitters

Alley can't even scream.
The two Ghouls are almost to the shattered Morgue window.
With great difficulty, Alley suddenly pulls herself together
and bolts from the room.

68.

TNT_

SUB LEVEL HALLWAY - NIGHT_

The double doors swing wide as Alley rockets into the
hallway and
slams into
the wall opposite the door.
Completely disoriented she stumbles momentarily and rushes
down the remaining length of the corridor and collides with
another wall at its end.

•

WRAP! WRAP! WRAP!
Alley glances back down the corridor and toward the sound.
The Boneyard"s double doors swing on their hinges as if
something has exited through them with great force, but the
hallway is deserted.
A quick movement
attention.

along

the

ceiling

catches

Alleys

A thin, spidery foot is glimpsed as it darts up into the
pipes and duct work trailing the length of the hallway.
There is a clattering sound as the
forward along the overhanging pipes.

unseen

creatures move

The sounds grow louder and louder as the creatures close the
The noise becomes
gap between themselves and Alley.
deafening.
Closer.
Closer.

•

Alley throws
corridor.

herself

around

the

corner

of

the

next
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There's no place left to run.
The Medium Ghoul leaps to the floor behind
its teeth.

Alley and clicks

Alley lifts the axe in an attempt to defend herself.
Alley starts as Jersey yanks her backward and steps forward,
his service revolver leading the way.
POW!
POW!
Two bullets riddle the torso.
POW!
The third shot hits the Medium Ghoul right
eyes.
It staggers backward, but doesn"t fall.
doesn't even react to the damage

between the
In fact, it

Jersey pulls the trigger again.
"Click!"
The Sig Ghoul appears around the corner.
Jersey curses then turns and runs, snagging Alley as he
still stunned by her
first,
slow
at
goes.
She"s
confrontat ion.
The Ghouls speed after them, entering the dark shadows
hanging near-the floor. Gurnies, packing boxes and other
debris topple in their manic wake.
Jersey and Alley slam against a closed door.
on it.

Open!

Jersey pounds

JERSEY
Open it now!

Alley glances over her heaving shoulder.
Equipment and
shadows.

boxes topple

as the

Ghouls race through the

Alley turns and follows Jerseys lead, pounding on
as hard as she can.
The door
forward.

suddenly

flies

open.

the door

Jersey and Alley stumble
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INT.

SUB LEVEL CONFERENCE ROOM -

NIGHT.

•

69.

Shepard slams the door and locks it just as the door is
buffeted by a heavy impact.
He backs away as the Ghouls
assail the door. They make a horrendous racket with their
pounding and squeals of anger.
The survivors all stare up at the door.
in their faces.

There is great fear

Mullin is sitting next to Dana who is curled up on a vinyl
sofa. She covers her ears, hoping to block out the thunderInstinctively, he
ous roar. She bolts into Mullins arms.
holds her.
Shepard stands his ground
claw wound on his thigh.

70.

while blood drips from a vicious

INT_ SUB LEVEL HALLWAY - NIGHT_

•

The two Ghouls continue to rip at the door. The Small Ghoul
appears at the far end of the hallway with a handful of
delicious human intestines. It barks out an order between
mouthfuls before returning to the boneyard.

71.

INT. SUB LEVEL CONFERENCE ROOM -

NIGHT.

As quickly as the assault started, it stops.
Luckily, the door has held.

•

There is some random sniffing beneath the door, a little
chortle and the Ghouls move off.
Alley moves to a sitting position and lets out a sigh of
relief. She attempts to catch her breath.

•
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ALLEY
(excited)
I - I tried to warn you. I - I
had a vision - so clear - strong
- like nothing I"ve ever experienced before. My God - this'll
chuck the natural sciences right
out the window and on its ass.
Chen was right!
JERSEY
At least we wont have to listen
to him say "I told you so".
Alley looks up at Jersey, her brow knits.
JERSEY (cont'd)
I got a call from downtown - he
killed himself.
Mullin suddenly looks very awkward holding this strange girl
Shepard moves to
against him. She continues to tremble.
the medical kit already opened on the table and unwraps a
roll of gauze.
SHEPARD
From what you've told me, Jersey He grimaces as he begins to wrap his leg.
SHEPARD (cont"d)
Cant say I blame him.
Jersey rises to his feet.
JERSEY
We never saw it comin"
He offers Alley a hand up.
JERSEY (cont'd)
Window smashed - things grabbed
the nearest - we ran like hell
SHEPARD
Those who could run.
Mullin looks away, embarrassed.
Jersey glances angrily at Shepard and then back at Alley.

58

•

JERSEY
I had to help Mullin.
MULLIN
(defensively)
Part of the way - only part.
SHEPARD
You slowed us down - I - we
could"ve been killed.
Jersey ignores the man.
JERSEY
Luckily, we heard the elevator
bell when you came down.
ALLEY
Why didn"t you take it
back up?
SHEPARD
Didn't have time - we barely
made it in here.
MULLIN
We tried to slow em" down - slow em"
down with our guns.
JERSEY
You saw. Their useless. Bullets only pock
mark em" a bit.
He shrugs.
JERSEY (cont"d)
They keep comin'.
DANA
To get me.
They all turn to face the woman.
DANA (cont"d)
They"ve come to take me - they"re
devils - devils from hell.
Alley glances at Jersey curiously.

•

17ERSEY
Driver brought her in - she was
still alive.

•
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Alleys heart goes out to the woman.
and feels her sweaty brow.

She moves

to her side

ALLEY
Is she okay - are you alright.
Shepard continues to wrap his wound.
SHEPARD
Appears so. Looks like she tangled
with a jolt of electrical current
- probably put her into a short
coma - fools doctors all the time.
Good thing she woke up when she did.
Alley doesn't get it.
SHEPARD (cont"d)
She was on the autopsy table.
Happened to a guy last year.
Alley notices Dana's bandaged hand.

•

ALLEY
(to Dana)
How'd this happen - ?
MULLIN
DANA - her name "s Dana.
Alley nods.
DANA
I did it - did it to myself.
There is an awkward silence.
SHEPARD
Wanna" help me with this?
Jersey moves to help tie off the bandage.
ALLEY
(to Dana)
Why?
DANA
Why Live?
This seems to strike a chord in Alleys head.

60

•

ALLEY
Jeezus - we've got to get out
of here.
Alley rises.
Dana clings tighter to Mullin.
DANA
(to Mulllin)
Don't let the devils get me
- please.
MULLIN
They aren"t devils.
Dana softens.
ALLEY
And this isn't hell.
An eerie wail of triumph rises up in the distance.
freezes. Their blood runs cold at the sound.

72.

TNT.

MAIN FLOOR LOBBY - NIGHT_

•

Poopinplatz has ransacked the area.
She finds
through her desk drawer.
searching for. A spare elevator key.

73.

INT.

Everyone

She now rummages
what she's been

SUB LEVEL - CONFERENCE ROOM - NIGHT.

Everyone is in deep thought.
Alley looks across the table and sees a phone buried under a
stack of paper work.
ALLEY
Has anyone tried the phone?
Everybody perks up.
Jersey strides to the phone and picks it up.
JERSEY
No dial tone.

•

SHEPARD
nine. All incoming and
Punch 0
outgoing calls have to go through
the reception switchboard.
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Jersey punches
other end.

He

smiles as

it rings on the

•

the number.

74.

INT.

MAIN FLOOR LOBBY - NIGHT.

A light blinks on the phone.
In the background, the
Poopinplatz exits.

75.

INT.

hallway double

doors swing

shut as

SUB LEVEL CONFERENCE ROOM - NIGHT.

Jersey listens to
shakes his head.

the

phone

ring

on the other end.

He

SHEPARD
Keep trying.
Jersey disconnects and punches in the number again.
MULLIN
What about those vents?
air

vent

near

the ceiling.

•

He points to a large grated
Shepard shakes his head.

SHEPARD
Each floor is on its own system.
The air shafts don"t lead to the
other levels.
Shepard hobbles
against it.

to a door on a far wall and presses his ear

He listens.
Everybody watches him curiously.
SHEPARD (cont"d)
Alley?
He snaps his fingers and points at her axe.
his side and hands it over.

She strides to

•

SHEPARD (cont"d)
Chief Medical Examiners office
is on the other side - his office
and three or four others have
connecting doors. Maybe we can
make it to one across from the
elevator.
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•

A ray of hope sparks in Alley's eyes.

ALLEY
At least we can get closer - try
to make a run for it.
Shepard nods.
MULLIN
Woah, one minute - let's think about
this a second. What if those things
are laying in wait. They could be hangin'
around - they could be right behind that
door for all we know.
Dana looks a bit alarmed at this prospect.
MULLIN (cont'd)
Maybe we should stay put - y"know,
until somebody shows up?
Dana nods in agreement.

•

MULLIN (cont'd)
I mean, sooner or later somebody's
gonna come down here and SHEPARD
Get ripped to pieces.
Mullin thinks on this.
ALLEY
Or worse.
They all look at her expectantly.
ALLEY (cont'd)
I know that small - creature, "Kyoshi"
"ghoul", whatever was alone when it
became what it is now. Chen said he had
to protect mankind from it - keep it locked
away. Maybe he didn"t do such a good job maybe that thing got out - got out twice.

•

SHEPARD
You think one created the other
two? How?

•
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ALLEY
I don't know - but we should be
careful, just in case he's looking
for anymore company.
SHEPARD
Lets just pray to God that this
is a slow night for the county
coroner's office.
JERSEY
This is no good.
He hangs up the phone.
JERSEY (cont'd)
Poopinplatz must be away from her desk.
SHEPARD
We'll try later - there are other
phones.

•

Jersey moves beside Alley.
SHEPARD (cont'd)
When I open the door, get ready
to shut it - just in case.
Jersey and Alley brace themselves.
Mullin helps Dana to her feet.
SHEPARD (cont"d)
One - two - three!
He yanks on the knob.
Nothing happens.

Shit!
Okay.

SHEPARD (cont'd)
it's locked from the inside.
One second. Stand back.

Shepard prepares to knock the lock off with the axe.
grabs his arm.
JERSEY
What if they "are" waiting on the
other side. It.11 never lock.

•

This is a sobering thought.

Jersey

64
Something dawns
ring.

on Alley.

She

produces Poopinplatz's key

ALLEY
Anything on here you can use?
She holds up the key ring.
A huge grin spreads across Shepard"s face.
chain and starts trying keys.

He takes the key

They all watch expectantly.
A key fits.
SHEPARD
Bingo - a skeleton key.
JERSEY
Appropriate for this place.
SHEPARD
Try again?
Alley and Jersey nod.
JERSEY
•

Again.
SHEPARD
Ready?
They nod and brace themselves.

Mullin and Dana tense up.

SHEPARD (cont"d)
One His hand drops to
the door.

the inserted key and turns it, unlocking
SHEPARD (cont'd)

Two He grips the knob tightly.
Alley and Jersey shift nervously.
Shepard raises the axe for a blow if necessary.
SHEPARD (cont"d)

•

Three!

65

•

He yanks open the door.
66.

INT.

SUB LEVEL - CHIEFS OFFICE - NIGHT

The room is empty
packing boxes.

except

for

a

desk,

chair

and filled

Shepard hesitates a moment and then rushes in to make sure
that the hall and adjoining office door are secured.
He glances back at
they enter.

the expectant

faces and

nods.

Slowly,

SHEPARD (cont'd)
Lock the door behind you.
Mullin does so.
Alley listens at the adjoining office door.
ALLEY
Appears empty.

•

Shepard prepares to
He nods his head.
Shepard listens.
He suddenly swoons.
insert the skeleton key into the door.
Jersey catches him and eases him down on a chair.
SHEPARD
Its okay - I'm okay.
Jersey checks his bandage.

Its saturated with blood.

JERSEY
(shakes his head)
You've lost a lot of blood.
He looks up at Alley.
JERSEY (cont'd)
We'd better hurry.
Jersey takes
like a club.

up Shepard"s

position, he

brandishes the axe

Jersey takes the keys from Shepard and inserts
key into the door and turns it.

t

the skeleton
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77.

INT.

EVIDENCE STORAGE ROOM - NIGHT.

The door opens wide.
The room is full of aisles
with all sorts of debris.

of metal shelving units loaded

Jersey vanishes back into the Medical Examiners office
while Alley cautiously moves into the room. She turns on a
small table light.
Jersey and Mullin stagger into the room, they support
Shepard between them. Dana is close on their heals. She
closes and locks the door behind them.
Shepard points at a door.
SHEPARD
Open that door and turn left it leads to the main hallway turn right and the elevators in
the lobby at the far end of the
corridor.

•

Shepard grimaces.
SHEPARD (cont"d)
Its not curb side service, I
know, but it beats the jog from
the conference room.
Alley lifts a plastic bag off the shelf.
looks like three wrapped bricks.

It

contains what

ALLEY
What is this place?
Shepard sits down on the edge of a desk and attempts to
catch his breath, which is becoming increasingly labored.
SHEPARD
Depot - its
Storage
Evidence
the stuff found with the bodies
Alley concentrates on the bag.
SHEPARD (cont d)
- its used in criminal court as
evidence.

•

He notices Alley concentrating on the hags contents.
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SHEPARD (cont"d)
Anything?
ALLEY
Bricks of cocaine - body"s
in the morgue - a male - hispanic
a .22 calibre head wound.
Shepard is amazed
SHEPARD
Where"s the damage?
Alley thinks for a moment.

She touches here left ear.

SHEPARD
Close, real close.
He grabs and rotates his jawbone
SHEPARD (cont'd)
Completely gone. The results
of capitalism at its worst.

•

Alley is suddenly repulsed, she gingerly places the bag back
She doesn"t notice the box of homemade pipe
on its shelf.
Their fuses disconnected and
bombs spattered with blood.
taped to their metal sides.
MULLIN
Look at this.
He holds up-a customized Uzi submachine gun and two clips
of ammo all gift wrapped in plastic.

78.

INT.

SUB LEVEL HALLWAY - NIGHT.

A bell sounds as the elevator doors slide open.
DING!

79.

INT. SUB LEVEL - EVIDENCE ROOM - NIGHT.
Dana perks up at the distant sound.
DANA
(whispers)
What was that'?

•

They all quiet.
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80.

INT. SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.
Out walks Poopinplatz. She glances around. She puts the key
into the exterior lock and turns it, locking the closed door
in place.
She leaves the key and moves off.
POOPINPLATZ
Floofsoms!

81.

INT.

SUB LEVEL -

EVIDENCE ROOM -

NIGHT.

Everybody hears her.
SHEPARD
Poopinplatz?
JERSEY
Jeezus - if we heard her ALLEY
Then they did to.

•

They spring into action. They all rise and head down the
nearest shelf lined aisle and toward a check in/check out
desk.
Mullin drives home one of the ammo cartridges
Dana help Shepard.

82.

as Jersey and

INT. SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT_
The yellow pass key juts from the elevators exterior control
panel. A bloody talon comes into view and taps the key.
The Medium Ghoul studies it curiously.

83.

INT_

SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT_

Poopinplatz continues her search.
POOPINPLATZ
Floofsoms! Did that big bad lady
hurt my baby - come to Momma come to Momma - Now!

•

There is the sudden sound of a child crying.
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Startled, Poopinplatz turns toward the distant sound.
At the far end of the hallway, bathed in a pool of light is
the figure of a small naked boy sitting in a swivel chair
(the Big Ghoul).
Poopinplatz looks on curiously.

The child has his back to Poopinplatz. His dirty hands are
cupped over his face, obscuring it from view. He sobs
pitifully.
Poopinplatz doesn"t know what to make of all this.
She takes several steps forward and then stops. She glances
about warily
Directly above her in the pipes running the length of the
hallway, something moves. Poopinplatz passes under. it.
Poopinplatz approaches the child's figure cautiously.
Directly behind Poopinplatz, a figure unfurls.
It growls.

•

POOPINPLATZ (cont"d)
Floofsoms?
She stops in her tracks and turns.
Poopinplatz is face to face with the Small
from the pipes like a vampire bat.

Ghoul, it hangs

A sound chokes in her throat.
The Ghoul
talons.

prepares to lunge with its jagged teeth and sharp

She's walked into a trap.
YAP! YAP!
The creature freezes.
Floofsoms has
threateningly.

appeared

around

a

corner.

He

Curiously, the creature eyes the white poodle.

•

Poopinplatz has been all but forgotten for the moment.

barks
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She begins to back away, ever so slowly.
•

The child in the chair has vanished.
84.

INT_

SUB LEVEL - EVIDENCE ROOM - NIGHT.

Jersey fumbles with the keys, he can't seem to find the
right one. He's becoming frustrated.
85.

INT.

SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.

The Small Ghoul drops
the floor.

from the

pipes and

quietly lands on

Floofsoms keeps a safe distance.
Floofsoms lips pull tightly over his sharp teeth.
The Small Ghoul runs a bloody
curiously making a comparison.

hand over his own incisors,

Poopinplatz continues to back up.

86.

INT.

SUB LEVEL - EVIDENCE ROOM - NIGHT.

Jersey curses as he drops the key ring.

87.

INT.

SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.

The Small Ghoul continues to study
the tiny creature.
Poopinplatz
attention.

keeps

backing

up

Floofsoms, fascinated by

until

a

sound catches her

The clink of glassware.
She mistakenly glances to her left and looks directly into
the open doorway of one of the Forensic Toxicology labs.
There doesn t
the room.

appear to

be anything out of the ordinary in

The growl continues.

•

Poopinplatz turns her head to the right.
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•

The Big Ghoul leaps across the hallway from the Autopsy room
and lands squarely atop Miss Poopinplatz"s chest, its
taloned hands wrap around her skinny neck.
The impact
forces her into the Forensic Toxicology lab.
88.

INT. SUB LEVEL - EVIDENCE ROOM - NIGHT.
Jersey drives the key home.
CLICK!

89.

INT. SUB LEVEL - FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
Poopinplatz and the Big Ghoul smash against a counter loaded
with jars filled with specimens and flip over it.
The jars grisly
topple and break.

90.

contents

spill

everywhere

as

the jars

INT. SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.
The storage depot door bursts open, much to the Small Ghouls
surprise. It spins to face an equally surprised Jersey,
Mullin and Alley.
Mullin lets loose a spray of bullets. The
enough force to send Mullin off balance.

gun kicks with

The bullets chew in the wall over the ghouls head, missing
it by inches.
Floofsoms high tails it off down the hall in a feverish
burst of energy.
Mullin refires, but the
head.

91.

creature

leaps

directly

over his

INT. SUB LEVEL - EVIDENCE ROOM - NIGHT.
Like threading a needle, the Small Ghoul passes over the
groups heads and under the top of the door frame.
It flips softly to the floor.
NULLIN
Down!
Everyone drops so that Mullin has an unobstructed
into the room.

view back
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The Medium Ghoul snarls.
Mullin fires the Uzi.
Bullets rip against everything but the Ghoul as it back
flips across the room and up and through the mesh grating of
an air duct.
There is the distant
ture scurries away.

92.

EXT. SUB LEVEL -

thunder of banging metal as the crea-

HALLWAY - NIGHT.

CRASH!
Mullin turns toward the Toxicology Lab.
DING!
They turn toward the main hallway.
SHEPARD
The elevator - someone's comin"
down in the elevator.

•

More noise issues from the Toxicology Lab.
Jersey pushes Mullin toward the main hallway.

Go!

JERSEY
Stop whoever it is.

Dana follows him in the confusion.
ALLEY
Dana!
She shakes her head and clings to Mullin.
DANA
No way - he's got the gun.
Jersey, Alley and Shepard head for the Lab.

93.

INT_

SUS LEVEL - FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.

•

It smashes
Poopinplatz manages to toss off the creature.
it.
down
on
rain
against a shelving unit, supplies
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Poopinplatz is bruised and battered and mad as hell.
Surprisingly, she presses the attack.
She grabs another
shelving unit filled with toxic looking chemicals and pulls
it down on the Ghoul.
Bottles smash and break, spilling
their contents on the creature.
A boiling cloud of steam
rises.
The Big Ghoul begins to shriek.
94.

INT. SUB LEVEL - MAIN HALLWAY - NIGHT.
Mullin and Dana round a corner and reorient themselves.
Mullins attention is drawn by a small shape at the far end
of the lobby.
Its the Medium Ghoul.

95.

INT. SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT.
The creature is oblivious to the
finally manages to turn the yellow
from the wall and sniffs it.

It
humans presence.
pass key. It pulls it

It purrs curiously as the elevator doors slide open.

96.

INT. SUB LEVEL - MAIN HALLWAY - NIGHT.
MULLIN
Shit.
The creature-enters the elevator.
Mullin rockets forward with Dana in tow.

97.

INT. SUB LEVEL - FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
Poopinplatz watches as the pitiful
dissolve in a puddle of acid.

Big

Jersey appears in the doorway.
JERSEY
Poopinplatz - are you okay?
Poopinplatz waves him off.

•

POOPINPLATZ
to you.
thanks
No

Ghoul

begins to
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Jersey lets out a sigh of relief.
•

Alley and Shepard arrive in the doorway.
POOPINPLATZ (cont d)
What the fuck are these things
anyway Poopinplatz leans closer for a better look.

98.

INT. SUB LEVEL - ELEVATOR - NIGHT.
The Medium Ghoul glances about the interior, his eyes lock
onto the control panel. He runs a clawed hand over it. The
doors begin to close.
MULLIN
No!
The creature hisses as Mullin wedges the barrel of the Uzi
between the remaining inches of the closing door.

99.

EXT. SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT.
Mullin lets the automatic weapon rip.
Blood spatters
door.

him as

it sprays

from the

gap between the

100. INT. SUB LEVEL - TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
Everyone starts at the sound of gunfire.
The inert Big Ghoul suddenly lunges, grabbing Poopinplatz by
the throat with an uncontaminated forearm.
Jersey rushes to help, followed closely by Alley. Shepard
is to weak to assist at this point, but he makes an effort.
Poopinplatz struggles against the creature.

101. INT

SUB

LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT_

•

Dana covers her ears as Mullin continues to blast away. The
noise eventually drown out the Medium Ghouls screams of
pain.

•
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Mullin empties the cartridge. He wrenches the barrel from
between the doors and falls back against a wall.
The elevator doors close the remaining inches.
102. INT. SUB LEVEL - TOXICOLOGY LAB -. NIGHT.
Jersey and Alley tug at the woman.
Much to everyone"s disgust,
its face and force feeds it
bucks, gagging on the meal.

the Ghoul rips off a chunk of
to the woman.
She kicks and

103. INT. SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT.
Mullin attempts to regain his breath.
DING!
The elevator
the lobby.

doors slide

slowly open.

Smoke billows into

•

104. INT. SUB LEVEL - TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
The dissolving creatures
weakened by the corrosive.

forearm

the

separates,

flesh

The threesome tumble backward.
Alley and Jersey immediately drag the choking Poopinplatz to
far side of the room and away from the disintegrating Ghoul.

105. INT. SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT.
Mullin and Dana"s faces fall as the smoke clears.
Standing in the elevator is what"s left of the Medium Ghoul.
He"s a mess, a gaping hole has been blown clear through the
chest.
Gore covers the interior of the
viscous strands from the ceiling.
The Ghoul wavers.

•

Mullin and Dana hold their breath.

elevator.

It

drips in
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The creature takes a step out into the lobby.
Mullin fumbles for the remaining cartridge.
The Medium Ghoul reaches for them.
Mullin slams the cartridge into place and reaims the gun.
The Ghoul teeters, lets out a pitiful squeaking sound and
drops to its knees and then the floor_
Dead.
Dana rises to her feet. She helps Mullin, who appears more
affected by this than her. Mullin regains his composure. A
sparking from the elevator draws his eye. He looks in.

106. TNT. SUB LEVEL - ELEVATOR - NIGHT_
The control panel has been blown to
bullets and the flailing creature.

bits

by ricochetting

MULLIN
Looks like we can forget about
an elevator ride.
•

Mullin notices something.
MULLIN
Wait a second.

(cont'd)

He gingerly leans into the elevator, careful to avoid the
dripping gore. he uses the Uzi's barrel to lift up a
service hatch in the roof of the elevator.

107. INT_ SUB LEVEL - TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
Poopinplatz is leaning over a sink, gagging and choking as
she splashes her face and rinses her mouth with cold water.
She attempts to throw up by
throat, but it's no use.
Jersey leans
vously.

out into

sticking two

the hallway.

fingers down her

He glances about ner-

JERSEY
Mullin!

•

He winces at the loudness of
hail.

his

own

voice

in

the empty

•
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108. INT. SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT.
Mullin cups his hands over his mouth and shouts back.
MULLIN
I'm okay He glances at Dana.
MULLIN
Were okay!

(cont'd)

109. INT. TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
MULLIN
(O.C. )
One of those things - its dead!
JERSEY
Make it two! What about the
elevator?!

110. INT. SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT.

•

MULLIN
Trashed!

111. INT_ SUB LEVEL TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
Jersey frowns at this.
MULLIN (cont"d)
(O.C.)
Were gonna try climbing up
through the service hatch.

JERSEY
Be careful, one of those things
is still around!
Jersey returns his attention to Poopinplatz.
JERSEY
How's she doin"?

(cont'd)

•

Alley glances at Jersey with some concern.

•
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ALLEY
It won't come up.
Poopinplatz gasps as she nearly collapses from exhaustion.
Alley helps her to a sofa.
Jersey looks over at the smoldering
Medium Ghoul.

heap that

was once the

Its definitely dead.
112. INT. SUB LEVEL - ELEVATOR SHAFT - NIGHT.
The service hatch opens with a bang as it slams back against
the roof of the elevator. Light streams up into the dark,
greasy shaft from the lobby lights.
Mullin squirms up through the portal and looks down.
Dana can be seen through the hatch.
her arms.

She cradles the Uzi in

MULLIN
Not like that - away from your
body. If you have to fire, hold
it tight - it kicks.
She nods nervously.
DANA
Hurry. I don"t want to find out.
For the
Mullin smiles weakly.
notices how striking Dana is.

first

time,

he actually

Mullin glances about the interior of the shaft. Directly in
front of him is a large grated air vent. Mullin gives it a
quick look and then examines the darkness above his head.
The closed, second floor elevator doors are about twenty
feet above his head.
He stands to his feet and reaches for it, but he"s not even
He curses to himself and squats back down near the
close.
open hatch.

113. IN-T_ SUB LEVEL - LOBBY - NIGHT.

•

MULLIN
You'l1 have to come up. I cant
reach the next floor. Maybe if
you stand on my shoulders.
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•

Dana nods reluctantly.
She looks into the grisly chamber of horrors
gathering her courage, takes a step.

before her and

114. INT. SUB LEVEL - ELEVATOR - NIGHT.
Her bare foot squishes
at the sensation.

into the gore.

Dana s body shivers

Even Mullin grimaces.
Dana hands Mullin the Uzi.

He puts it aside.

The girl reaches for Mullins extended hand.

115. INT. SUB LEVEL - ELEVATOR SHAFT - NIGHT.
Mullin easily lifts the
elevator shaft.

girl

up

into

the

safety

•

MULLIN
That was pretty brave.
DANA
Not really. I wanted to come up
- I feel safer with you.
There is an awkward silence.

Mullin suddenly laughs.

MULLIN
Don"t tell Jersey that. He thinks
I'm riding on the badges of a
long line of nepotistic cops. If
he heard ya he"d think you were
crazy.
DANA
you?
about
what
And
She holds up her bandaged hand.
DANA (cont'd)
I"m crazy?
think
Do you
Mullin weighs his words carefully.

•

MULLIN
(shakes his head)
Desperate maybe - frightened -

of the
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•

Dana looks away.
DANA
Everything seemed to come crashing
down, y"know - I got overwhelmed
for a minute - just a minute.
Dana voice begins to break.
DANA (cont'd)
The opportunity was there - I
took it Instinctively, Mullins
he can.

holds here,

comforting her the best

DANA (cont'd)
It was a mistake - a stupid,
stupid mistake.
MTJLLIN
It's okay - its okay.
Dana suddenly pushes away from him.

•

DANA
Its not "okay"!
Mullin is slightly taken aback.
DANA (cont"d)
I tried to kill myself, Gordon I broke down and gave in to every
little thing that reared its ugly
head - my insecurities, loneliness,
other people's expectations of me.
I thought I was stronger than that
- better - but, I wasn't. Life
just fell apart on me - I just
couldn t handle it anymore. It just
fell apart - I let it fall apart I - shit!
Mullins starts.
Dana collects herself as a realisation steals over her.
DANA (cont'd)
I just let it fall apart on me...

•

Mullin stands quietly.

•
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DANA (cont'd)
And - and I'm the only one who
can put it back together.
MULLIN
(quietly)
That's not true.
Dana wipes her eyes as she looks up at him.
MULLIN (cont'd)
(sincerely)
There's always help.
There is eye contact.
Dana thinks on this offer.
DANA
Well She valiantly regains her composure.
darkness above their heads.

Dana looks up into the

•

DANA (cont'd)
Shall we - shall we give it a try?
Mullin throws her a warm smile.

116. INT. SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.
Jersey finishes
bandage.

dressing

Shepard's

wound

with

a

fresh

JERSEY
There's got to be another way out.
He looks like
Shepard thinks on this, his head spinning.
slurred.
slightly
death warmed over. His speech is slow and
SHEPARD
Pneumatic delivery doors are
busted Poopirplatz clears her throat slightly.
POOPINPLATZ
(her voice course and raspy)
So"s your head - I always suspected
as much.

•

Jersey looks at her expectantly.

8?
POOP INPLATZ (cont"d)
The freight elevator - take the
freight elevator up.
JERSEY
Great - where?
Poopinplatz
but smile.

goes

into

a

gagging fit.

Shepard can't help

Jersey turns to Shepard for the answer.
Shepard points out
the Toxicology doorway and toward the boneyard door. Jersey
follows his glance.
JERSEY (cont'd)
Fuck.
117. INT_ SUB LEVEL - ELEVATOR SHAFT - NIGHT.
Dana strains to reach the closed, second
doors, but she keeps losing her grip.

floor elevator

DANA
Its no use.
•

Mullin helps her down off his shoulders.
DANA (cont'd)
There's too much grease - a
monkey couldn't get up there.
MULLIN
Another dead end.
He sighs.
Jerseys distant voice reaches their ears.
JERSEY

(O.C. )

Lets go!
Dana bends down near the hatch.
MULLIN (cont"d)
Let me help you -

•

They freeze.
spooked.

Something

down in

the elevator has got them

•
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The Small Ghoul is crouched near the body of its fellow
creature.
It stares up at Mullin and Dana with wide, half
crazed eyes.
Mullin cautiously rises and guides Dana to do the same.
The creature trembles with rage until it embodies
a roar of fury.

itself in

Mullin quickly slams the flimsy metal hatch closed.

118. INT. SUB LEVEL - TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.
The creatures
face.

wail

strikes

a

note of fear in everyone"s

JERSEY
Everybody up.
He helps Shepard to his feet and then
lift Poopinplatz.
JERSEY
Into the morgue.

rushes to

help Alley

(cont"d)

•

119. INT. SUB LEVEL - ELEVATOR SHAFT - NIGHT.
The hatchway buckles and gives as Mullin desperately attempts to keep it closed.
MULLIN
The vent!
Dana grips the mesh cover and tugs twice to remove it.
MULLIN

(cont"d)

Go!
DANA
What about you?

MULLIN
Oh, don"t worry -- I li be right
behind you_ Move!
Dana scurries into the opening.
Mullin f̀udges the distance between himself and the vent. He
brings up the Uzi and fires a quick burst through the hatch.

•

The small Ghoul squeals and momentarily stops its assault.
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•

Mullin dives into the vent.
A fist sends the elevator hatch flying.

120. TNT_ SUP TJ VEL - AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT_
Jersey and Alley carry Poopinplatz into the room. They are
followed closely by Shepard.
Jersey breaks off from the
group, and carrying the axe, heads for the door.
JERSEY
Lock it behind me.
Dana"s screams erupt in the distance.
The voice seems small and tinny.
Jersey stops in his tracks.
Alley looks up at the air vent.
MULLIN
Don"t stop! Go!

(O.0.)

It reverberates

•

There is the sound of the Uzi being fired.
in the tunnel.

Alley tips a packing crate over near the wall and stands on
top of it so that she can see into the mesh covered air
vent.

-

ALLEY
Mullin, Dana!
DANA (O.O.)
Help us! Please help us!

Jersey moves to Alleys side.
ALLEY
Follow my voice. Follow it if you can.
MULLIN (O.C.)
It's right behind us!
JERSEY
Move faster! Keep coming!

•

ALLEY
Were here for you, just follow
our voices.
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•

Jersey rips the mesh grate from its place.
Dana screams.
DANA (0.0.)
The tunnel, it's cutting me!
Dana moans in pain.
DANA (cont"d)
(O.C.)
it's cutting me!
Alley cups a hand over her mouth.
for her at this stage of the game.

This is almost too much

ALLEY
Don't give up - Keep comin
baby - just keep comin'!
MULLIN (0.0.)
I can't see it now! it's too dark!

•

Move it,
through!

JERSEY
goddammit!

DANA (0.C.)
Your voices are louder!

almost

You re

They are!

ALLEY
You"re getting closer, closer all
the time!
The Uzi fires again.
Shepard wrenches
readies it.

a

fire

extinguisher

DANA
I see a light!

from

the wall and

I see a -

One of Dana s bloody hands suddenly juts from the vent.
Jersey and Alley drag the exhausted woman from the duct.
Dozens of cuts cover her body.

•

JERSEY
You're almost home Mullin!
Keep comin!
MULLIN (0.0. )
Almost!
I "m almost there!
Get ready!

a6
Jersey and Alley quickly yank

•

Mullin bursts into the light.
him to safety.
Not a moment too soon.

The Small Ghoul rockets into the opening of the vent.
Shepard blasts it with the extinguisher.
The creature howls its displeasure.
Jersey slams the vent back into place while Alley and Mullin
push a metal file cabinet in front of the vent.
The creature continues to beat against the sealed
a vain attempt to gain entry.

portal in

Everyone watches the file cabinet as the blows from the
other side grow weaker and then stop altogether.
The group is visibly relieved.
Mullin moves to help Dana staunch the flow of blood from a
couple of deep gashes with a compress of paper towels.

•

JERSEY
(to Dana)
You holding up?
Dana nods
DANA
What "s left of me.
JERSEY
(to Mullin)
You?
MULLIN
Nothing a long vacation wouldn"t fix.
JERSEY
Will Fisrt Glass tickets on a
freight elevator do?
Mullin perks up as this
Jersey turns to Shepard.

•

JERSEY ( cont d )
(to Shepard)
Cap n - lets get out of here.

•
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Shepard leads the way, using the counters and examination
tables for support. Mullin stops him as he passes.

MULLIN
(quietly to Shepard)
Is she okay?
Mullin nods toward Poopinplatz.
SHEPARD
(shrugs and shakes his head)
One of those things force fed her
a chunk of its hide. Defense
mechanism maybe - probably poisonous.
Poopinplatz looks worse every second. Alley helps Poopinplatz to her wobbly feet, even now the stubbord lady refuses
help.
ALLEY
(to Jersey)
What about that thing -

•

JERSEY
Its not going anywhere. When
were safe, we"11 call in the
other units - decide then.
ALLEY
(to Poopinplatz)
Careful - watch your step.
Poopinplatz moans and curses.
SHEPARD
(to Jersey)
What if they cant stop it -

121. INT.

SUB LEVEL - MORGUE - NIGHT.

They enter the cadaver strewn room.
MULLIN
They"11 stop it.

•

Re cradles his new toy proudly.

MULLIN (coat d)
The thing I got sure warn
immune to concentrated fire power.

5.9

•

JERSEY
Where?
MULLIN
Blew apart its chest.
ALLEY
Mythology centers evil in the heart.
SHEPARD
Just like staking a vampire - so
much for the bullshit factor in
folklore.
This obviously spooks Mullin
rounding bodies suspiciously.

and Dana.

They eye the sur-

MULLIN
Great, you mean like vampires
may be real too?

•

Shepard leads them to the inconspicuous doors of the freight
elevator.
If you didn"t know they were there, you d think
they were closet doors.
DANA
And werewolves and ghosts?
Dana dabs at her wound with the blood soaked paper towel.
JERSEY
After tonight - I"11 believe in
just about anything SHEPARD
We have come to the edge of a
world of which we have no
experience, and where all our
preconceptions must be recast
Everyone looks at Shepard stupidly.
SHEPARD (cont d)
"Growth and Form" - Darcy
Wentworth Thompson.
The elevator doors spring open by themselves.

•

A white-sheeted figure inside shrieks horribly!
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•

Everyone starts.
Marty rips away the white sheet and arches his eyebrows
wryly. He notices the groups stunned and serious expressions.
MARTY
What? No levity? Is everything
broken around here? Even humor?
He shakes his head in disgust and turns around and pushes a
gurney out into their midst. It holds a filled body bag.
Marty whips around to the side of the stretcher and unzips
the top of the bag. The empty elevator shuts behind him.
MARTY (cont"d)
(to Jersey)
Look familiar?
Its Chen"s body, a messy bullet entrance hole on one side
of his head and an even messier exit hole on the other.
Marty finally becomes aware of the surrounding carnage.

•

MARTY (cont"d)
What? You guys have a party or
somethin"?
A deep throated roar rumbles up into a high pitched
despair and grief.

wail of

What was once Poopinplatz explodes from their midst. She
transforms into a towering characterized version of herself,
skeletal and hideous.
She lashes out at the stunned Marty with an oversized, clawed
hand.
A crimson slash of blood appears across Marty s
The alarmed group stumbles backward.

face. from

The POOPINPLATZ GHOUL follows her blow with another, it
sends Marty"s corpse backward with such force that his
impact upon the closed elevator doors buckles the metal
inward.
So much for this route of escape_
liana screams as Marty s headless body slumps to the floor.

•

The Poopinplatz Ghoul reaches for
cradles it lovingly in its arms.

i'hei s

dead

body and
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•

The creature mourns pitifully.
Mullin brings up his Uzi.
RATATATTAT!
The Poopinplatz
into its flesh.

Ghoul cries

out in pain as the bullets rip

JERSEY
The heart! Get the heart!
Mullin lowers the gun and blasts away.
The creature swoops up a stack of surgical trays and holds
them over its chest.
The bullets chew into the metal and
then deflect.
The monster cackles exactly like Poopinplatz.
RATATATATA CLICK!
The Uzi"s cartridge is spent.
MULLIN
Uh oh...
•

The Poopinplatz Ghoul cackles gleefully.
Its massive
She tosses away the trays and lumbers forward.
hand shoots out.
Mullin ducks, missing certain death by
mere inches.
The hands talons rip into a fuse box that
behind Mullin and wrenches it from the wall.

was directly

Sparks fly.
The lights flicker.
This seems to
bewilderment.

confuse

the

creature,

Alley falls within its line of sight.

it

looks about in

It reaches for her.

Jersey bravely moves between Alley and the Poopinplatz Ghoul
and intercepts the creature with a swing of the axe.
The lights extinguish _
Blackness engulfs

the room.

•

There is a horrendous squeal_
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•

The emergency lights flicker on.
The Poopinplatz creature is missing a hand.
the stump.

Puss pumps from

Jersey heaves the axe.
Too late.
Poopinplatz swings its stump catching Jersey full on.
He somersaults back through the Morgue window.

122. INT_

SUB LESYEL - AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT_

Jersey tumbles over a dissected corpse laying on an examination table and lands flat on his stomach. Blood trickles
down his face from a nasty head wound.

123. INT.

SUB LEVEL - MORGUE - NIGHT.

Being nearest to the fallen axe. Alley picks it up.

•

The Poopinplatz Ghoul stares curiously at its stump.
The creature is in the center of the room, blocking the
Autopsy room door from Alley, Dana and Mullin. Live wires
that ran through the rent pipes to the fuse box spark all
around them.
Shepard is at the creatures back and nearest the door. He
inches slowly towards it, not wishing to draw the puzzled
creature "s attention.

124. INT. SUB LEVEL - AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT
Jersey lifts his groggy head from the floor.
on something in front of him.

His eyes focus

A row of large, brownish glass jugs.
He strains to read the label of one of the jugs.
It reads:

Sulphuric Acid - 5000 Molar - Caution, etc..

•

He brightens.

•

q

125. INT.

SUB LEVEL - MORGUE - NIGHT.

Poopinplatz advances on Alley, Dana and Mullin. Alley fends
her off with swings of the axe while the creature snaps at
her with long ivory teeth.
Shepard steps into the Autopsy/Morgue rooms threshold.
A jug roles against his foot.
He looks up to see Jersey
another jug toward Shepard.

laying on the floor.

He pushes

JERSEY
(straining)
Acid Shepard quickly drops to his knees and catches the other
glass jug before it can collide and break against the other.

•

JERSEY (cont"d)
Burn it.
Shepard's quick movement alerts Poopinplatz.
face him.

Fuckin

She turns to

SHEPARD
hell.

She charges.
He grips the jugs.
Poopinplatz"s remaining
midriff.

clawed

hand

bites

into Shepard"s

Shepard screams as he is lifted bodily into the air,.
Poopinplatz"s jaw dislocates, distends and goes for a bite.
Shepard slams the two jugs against the side of Poopinplatz s
enlarged, malformed head.
Acid explodes into the air, most of it
and Shepard.

spraying Poopinplatz

Steaming droplets narrowly miss Alley and the gang.
Poopinplatz and
dissolve.

Sriepard howl

in pain as they both begin to

•

Shepard drops to the ground, a pulpy mess.

•
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Poopinplatz
her path.

thrashes

wildly

about, smashing everything in

Alley and Mullin dive out of the way.
Dana stumbles back into the midst of the outwardly bent fuse
box pipes. The cables spark very near her body.
In a rage, Poopinplatz goes for her.
Dana yanks down a jagged sparking pipe.
ZAAAP!
It punctures
side.

Poopinplatz's

chest

and

rips out the other

The monster lurches backward and falls to the floor, bucking
and kicking as the electricity lurches through its body.
It dies horribly.

•

Mullin limps to Dana's side and helps her up. Some of
Dana"s wounds have been opened again, fresh blood dribbles
down her arms.
Alley moves over to
tear stained eyes.

what was

once Shepa.rd

and averts her

Out in the Autopsy Lab, Jersey lifts himself
Alley sees him and rushes to his aid.

to his feet.

Dana stares at the smoldering monster.
The cable continues to spark.
She looks at her own burnt and bandaged hand.
isn"t lost on her.

The symbolism

She turns her face to Mullin"s body and hugs him tighter.
He returns it as he leads her from the room.

126. INT SUB LEVEL - ADMITTANE

N1GMT.

As quiet as a tomb.

127. INT.

SUB LEVEL - HAJ LWAY - NIGHT.

•

Nothing stirs.

•
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128. INT.

SUB LEVEL - CONFERENCE ROOM - NIGHT.

Empty.

129. INT.

SUB LEVEL - CHIEFS OFFICE - NIGHT.

As still as the other rooms.

130. INT.

SUB LEVEL -

FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY LAB - NIGHT.

Very little remains of the Big Ghoul, its been transformed
into a lumpy stew.
It continues to smolder.

131. INT_

SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.

The Medium Ghoul lays sprawled in front of the elevator.
Very dead.

•

At the far end of the corridor, Floofsoms rounds a corner
and glances about cautiously. He pants heavily.
The poodle sluggishly moves forward.
Medium Ghoul and sniffs the body.
puddle of oozing putrescence.

He approaches the dead
Its surrounded by a

Floofsoms tongue continues to loll from thirst.
He lowers his head, to drink but is interrupted.
There is a rumbling from the far end of the hail.
Floofsoms looks up.

132. IiT_ SUB

EVFT, - APMTTTANCF - NIGHT_

The clawed hands of the Small Ghoul grip the handles of the
pneumatic doors and shakes it briskly.
It makes a rumbling sound.
The doors wont

budge.

•

Frustrated. the creature darts back into the shadows
done.

and is
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•

133. INT. SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.
Floofsoms studies the vacant hallway and then bows his head
and begins to lap up the slime.

134. INT.

SUB LEVEL - AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT.

Chairs, cabinets and other moveable debris has been stacked
in front of the door.
The dead have all been covered with white sheets, bloodstains flower on some of them.
Alley soaks a torn sheet section under a running tap in the
sink.
She squeezes out the excess water and carries it to
Jersey who is laying on a couch.
Dana is wedged in a corner on the
Numerous bandages cover her body.

floor, deep

Mullin is plastered with a few of his own
rings up the reception desk on the phone.

•

Alley sits next to
feverish head.

applies the

Jersey and

in thought.

He continuously

compress to his

Mullin discovers a crushed pack of cigarettes lying among
the tables debris, puts one in his mouth and prepares to
light it with his lucky rabbits foot.
DANA
(evenly)
Those things will kill you, y"know.
Mullin glances at the woman.

Words of wisdom.

He tosses the pack of cigarettes into the trash and pockets
the lighter.
Dana smiles.

Mullin returns to the phone.

Jersey stirs.
ALLEY
Don t - you may have a concussion.
JERSEY
(weak)
Bust this head?

•

He smiles weakly.
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•

.JERSEY (cont"d)
Never.
She tries to return his smile but cant.
Jersey grips her hand.
JERSEY (cont"d)
I"m sorry, Alley - Sorry I dragged
you into all this.
ALLEY
Like you knew this was gonna"
happen? No, I"m the one who
should apologize. To you and
all those people who believed
in me - who I turned away. I
let them down when they needed
something to believe in. I
could"ve given them hope.
Jersey looks up at her thoughtfully.

•

Dana is drawn into the conversation.
ALLEY (cunt"d)
I"ve' helped you and others find
the dead with my "gift", Jersey.
but I"ve also helped you find a
good share of the living - lost
or hurt, but alive. That"s worth
sharing, its something that
shouldn"t be all bottled up and
hidden away.
Alley looks at her hand in Jersey's.
ALLEY (cont d)
You were right when you said
that I had made a nice tomb for
myself. I was just as cold and
lifeless as one of those bodies
in there. But, until today tonight. I had forgotten how
precious life is. If deep dOWn .
I didn t really care, I don"t
think I would eve survived the
past few hours.

•

Alley thinks on this.

•
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ALLEY (cont'd)
When you see it - see life end
so suddenly - so violently - it
puts things into perspective
somehow - makes you realize its
value.
Alley looks up at Dana.
ALLEY (cont'd)
How could we throw something so
precious away?
The girls eyes are heavy with welling tears. She above all
else should understand.
ALLEY (cont"d)
We've been given a second chance,
Dana. Let's not blow it.
Alley smiles weakly at the young woman.
Dana returns it through her sniffles.

•

Alley looks back down at Jersey.
ALLEY (cont'd)
Jersey, I Jersey's eyes have rolled over white.
ALLEY (cunt"d)
Jersey?
F-Ie "s not breathing.
Mullin notices her alarm.
ALLEY (cont'd)
Jersey!
Mullin is up like a shot.
ALLEY (cunt"d)
He"s not breathing!
Mullin begins

•

-

Mullin and Alley switch places.
C.P.R -

ALLEY (coat d)
Help him. Mullin - don t let
him go!

to practice
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•
MULLIN
Come on, Jersey - come on!
The tension is palpable.
MULLIN (cont"d)
Don't die on us - not now Mullin pumps away.
MULLIN (cont'd)
Not after all we've been through
you've got to hold on for the
pay off, Jersey.
The C.P.R. doesn't appear to be working.
MULLIN (cont"d)
Breath - breath damn you!
Mullin continues to pump away.
MULLIN
(angrily)
Come on!! !

•

Jersey suddenly lets out a
around, but seems disoriented.

(cont'd)

sputtering

gasp.

He comes

Relief flashes across everyone s face, especially Mullins.
MULLIN (cont"d)
His head must be worse than we
thought.
Mullin looks totally

helpless.

MULLIN (cont"d)
There"s got to be some other way
out of here.
He turns toward the Morgue and runs a hand through his hair.
Something catches his eye.

He takes a step forward.

MULLIN (contd)
Maybe there is.

135 . IN T SUB LE LE

--MsB~:U

A switch is thrown.
•

Lights on an instrument panel flash on.
There is a pneumatic hiss.

•

as

Mullin"s hand grips a joy stick and pushes it forward.
Wheels turn.

136. INT_

SUB LEVEL - AUTOPSY ROOM - NIGHT_

Wood splinters and snaps easily.
The battery operated forklift makes short work of the wall
separating the Morgue from the Autopsy room.

MULLIN
Those pneumatic doors are comin"
down!
Alley and Dana look elated.

137. INT.

SUB LEVEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT.

The headlights on the forklift illuminate the way.

•

Mullin sits behind the controls, stripping the gears.
Alley and Dana support a disoriented Jersey between them.
They re so close to the forklift that they"re almost riding
on its bumper.
The women glance about nervously.
the axe handle.
The trip down the hallway
shadow appears ominous.

138. INT.

Alleys free

hand wrings

seems to take forever.

Every

SUB LEVEL - DELIVERY RECEPTION - NIGHT.

The forklift moves into the delivery area.
No one notices the shape moving
ceiling above them.
Its the Small
Unaware
onward.

of

the

out of

the shadows

on the

hou1, he shadows them like a spider.
threat

above

them,

the

group continues

•

Muli.in Stops the forklift a dozen feet away from the series
of three mesh glass doors that are heavily fortified.
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•

MULLIN
Here goes - watch out for glass.
The girls manoeuvre Jersey to a safer position against a far
wall.
Mullin moves the forklift forward.
first door.

It

glides

toward the

Crash!
Glass scatters everywhere.
The loud noise agitates
creature will come running
bell.

Alley, afraid that the remaining
toward the sound of the dinner

The forklift backs up and has another go at the door.
K.EERASH !
More of the door breaks away.

•

Glass slides across the floor.
A particularly
A11ey"s foot.

large piece skids to a stop mere inches from

The Forklift backs up again.
Alley looks down at the sheet of glass.
Reflected very clearly in its surface is the Small Ghoul.
Her heart nearly stops.
It has positioned itself directly above them.
Alley reacts instantly. She
Dana and swings the axe.

pushes

away

from

Jersey and

The axe misses the creatures downward pointed head and bites
into the wall instead.
Dana screams as the Ghoul does a flip
i loo r .

and drops

t owar d the

Mullin jerks h].s head toward the oommot i on.
Small Ghoul
Mullin.
tOWctrd

The

hits

the

floor and somersaults

directly
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The blades deal the

Mullin whips around the forklift.
oncoming creature a brutal blow.
It tumbles across the floor, crashing
yards from Alley, Jersey and Dana.

into the

wall a few

It recovers quickly and roars its defiance at Mullin and the
approaching forklift.
It coils and prepares to leap.
ALLEY
No!
The Small Ghoul leaves the ground.
Alley swings the pick end of the axe.
It spears the Ghouls toot and imbeds in the floor.
The creature falls flat on its face.
ALLEY (cunt"d)
No more!

•

Mullin bears down on it with the forklift.
The creature attempts to free itself, but its too late.
Bones break.

legs.

Mullin runs over its

The creature is pinned between the rolling forklift
wall at its- back.

and the

One of the lowered blades of the forklift crashes into the
Ghouls chest, rips out its back and slices into the wall.

Thin red gashes appear on
pissed.

Mullin

It
The creature flails about in agony.
and swipes his face with a clawed hand.

reaches for Mullin

s surprised left jaw.

He"s

Mullin hits the blade control.
`1'he forklift blades begin to rise.
the wall.

Plaster

The wailing Ghoul is ripped neatly in half.

•

The creature shudders and then is still.

peels away from
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ALLEY (cont"d)
(quietly to herself)
No more...
There is a long moment of silence.
ALLEY (cont"d)
It was waiting for us - waiting
for us to open the door so it
could get out.
A rumbling sound reaches their ears.
They all turn and look down the long hallway at their backs.
NULL IN
Now what.
Alley. Mullin and Dana exchange glances.
At the far end of the hallway, a huge shadow comes into
view.
They all have the same thought at the same time.
They move
forward as a group and close the heavy reception area doors.

•

Alley locks it while Mullin jumps back aboard the forklift,
frees it of the dead creature and has a go at the door
again.
Alley begins to move furniture against the door.
Dana helps Jersey over to
supports himself. The young
furniture.

the reception desk where he
woman helps Alley with the

Everyone works desperately.
Mullin rams the door again.
Alley and
doors.
BOOM!

Dana

BOOM!

stack

whatever

they can find against the

BOOM!

Whatever is outside the door. it s nearly upon them.
The sound is deafening.
BAN!
:~ornething

•

slams against

Alley and Dana step

the

back.

door.
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•

Mullin turns toward the door.
The thing
slightly.

out in

the hall

hits the

door again.

It gives

Mullin glances at the two remaining doors before him.
They aren't going to make it.
He spins the forklift around and heads for the hallway door.
BAM!
Another blow rocks the door.
Mullin drives the forklift up against the door.
WACK!
A chunk of wood explodes inward from a blow in the hall.
Mullin jumps from the forklift and joins the group.
The lock on the door snaps. The doors opens a bit,
heavy forklift stops it from yawning further.

but the

Alley glances around for a means of escape.
BAM!
The door shudders and the forklift tips a bit.
Alley notices
CINERATOR. -

a

heavy

metal door. The placard reads_ IN-

She bolts for the door.
WHAM!
Another chunk of the floor flies into the delivery reception
area.
Alley tries the door.

Its locked.

ALLEY
The key ring! I need the keys!
Jersey pulls them from
tosses the ring to Alley.

his

pocket.

Dana grabs them and

She curses as she fumbles with the key ring_

•

CRACK!
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•

A hinge blasts off the door.
Alley drives the skeleton key home.
The hallway door shatters, sending debris everywhere. The
group protects itself from the shrapnel as best as they can.
The forklift smashes against a wall.
when everyone lifts their heads, their
dumfounded disbelief.

mouths drop

open in

Its a monstrous, malformed version of Floofsoms, complete
with poodle cut and intact pink ribbons.
The gigantic
creature bends low as it ambles into the room.
Alley pushes against the incinerator door.
She fumbles with the lock.

It wont budge.

Mullin, Dana and Jersey are crowded against her back.
The FLOOFSOMS GHOUL advances rapidly.

It bellows horribly.

MULLIN
Come on, Alley.

•

She tries the door again - it wont budge.
MULLIN (cont'd)
Come on!
She slams the palm of her hand against the door.
open.
They rush in.

139. INT.

It rockets

Floofsoms lunges.

SUB LEVEL - INCINERATOR ROOM - NIGHT.

Mullin is the last to enter. He attempts to shut the door,
but he "s just not fast enough. He dodges one of Floofsoms
massive paws as it shreds the door from its hinges.
Its huge
Multi n.

head

passes

through

the

doorway

and snaps at

1
Floofsoms is too big to tit through the door.
.lou r t i t, _
push ? nto the cramped room but it lust ;

•

The group presses back against a
stumble upon a lever-' at her hack.
It " s the large metal

door

to

the

fat gall.

tries to

Dana s hands

dise.ant Led incinerator .

•
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She turns and tugs on it. Alley helps. Together they swing
it open. It creaks loudly on rusted hinges.

140. INT.

SUB LEVEL - INCINERATOR - NIGHT.

The blackened interior of the huge walk-in incinerator has
been gutted and remodeled into a solvent storage area.
CRACK!

141. INT.

SUB LEVEL - INCINERATOR ROOM - NIGHT.

The wall surrounding the door frame starts to give under the
creatures persistent advances. Its snapping jaws come that
much closer to the group.
Floofsoms
sternum.

smiles

as

Get in!

it

rips

MULLIN
Get in!

a chunk of flesh off of its

Get in!

•

They do so just as the door frame breaks away from the wall.

142. INT.

SUB LEVEL - INCINERATOR - NIGHT.

Mullin falls into the
the door.
-

incinerator and

Alley and

Dana slam

Jars and containers of solvents break and spill as Mullin
A pool
lands flat on his back. He"s looking straight up.
of moonlight falls on his pallid face.
A hundred feet above them, the full moon shines down on them
through a cylindrical hole.
Everyone blinks at it in wonder.
Dana even reaches for it.
Between them and the thin metal grating at the very top is a
cramped chimney.
A heavy metal ladder runs up
cleaning and maintenance.

its side presumably used for

•

A strange smell reaches Alteys nose.

She sniffs.
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S

Mullin produces his lucky rabbits foot lighter and strikes
it, hoping for a better view.
JERSEY
Don "t!
Jersey engulfs Mullins hand with his own, extinguishing the
flame.
JERSEY (cont"d)
(weak, disoriented)
Solvents - rooms full of His mouth is so dry that he can't even finish his sentence.
BOOM!
Everyone
chamber.

starts

as

sound reverberates throughout the

the

ALLEY
Climb!
Dana rushes to the ladder and begins to do as requested.

•

ALLEY (cont"d)
Mullin, you and Jersey next.
She helps him lift Jersey.
pool of falling moonlight.

Mullin drops his lighter
Alley sees this.

in the

ALLEY (cunt"d)
I"ve got it - move.
Mullin places Jersey on the first rungs of the ladder. He
pushes him up. Jersey responds and begins to climb slowly,
painfully.
Alley retrieves
She pockets it.

the lighter.

It's now soaked in solvents.

BOOM!
The door in front of her buckles inward.
Alley glances over at the ladder.
Jersey and Mullin have already vanished
circular opening of the chimney.

up into

Alley rushes to the ladder and climbs.

•

She wont fit through the opening.

She s too fat.

the small
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•

Desperately, she struggles forward.

143. 1NT.

SUB LEVEL - CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Alleys face strains as she attempts to squeeze through the
small opening and up into the larger confines of the chimney.
Its no use.
becoming stuck.

144. INT.

She

pulls herself back down, in danger of

SUB LEVEL - CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Alley collapses against the ladder and
breath.

tries to

regain her

BAN!
The metal door gives a bit more.
Alley looks about desperately.

•

A metal shelving unit catches her eye.
The shelf is full of odds and ends - including duct tape and
rolls of bandages.
Alley wrenches a couple of rolls from the shelf.
She curses to herself as she
the tape and bandages.

begins to

bind her

body with

She moves quickly.
CREEEACK!
The door bursts inward as does Floofs•oms.
Alley backs
back.

away.

She bumps

against a

stone wall at her

T

t s only a few feet

F1oofsoms extends his handful of meat.
from Alleys mouth.

•

She inhales and continues to wrap.
ALLEY
(mumbling to herself)
you wori t You wont get me
you wont -
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•

Floofsoms strains to feed her his grisly meal.
ALLEY (cont d)
I wont be one of you - It ends
with Chen. I wont continue your
line She finishes wrapping.
Floofsoms, struggling,
noisily.

rips a

gas line

in two.

It hisses

ALLEY (cont"d)
I wont!
She ducks under the monsters arm and darts up the ladder.
Floofsoms roars in fury and furiously struggles into the
room, his flesh scraping off against the doors metal siding.
Alley still
to fit.

has to

struggle, but it looks like she s going

MULLIN
Come on, Alley!
•

Mullin, Jersey and Dana have almost reached the top.
DANA
Come on!
Alley strains with all her might.

145. INT.

SUB LEVEL, - INCINERATOR ROOM - NIGHT.

Alleys feet are dangerously exposed.
146. INT.

SUB LEVEL - CHIMNEY - NIGHT_

Alley pops tree
the ladder.

147. IJiL SU

LEVEL -

Floofsoms
forward.

•

into the larger

makes

chimney.

She scrambles up

INCINERATOR ROM - NI~aHT.
short

work

of

the doorway and scrambles

•
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148. INT. SUB LEVEL - CHIMNEY - NIGHT.
KA-BOOM!
Floofsoms explodes through the brick chimney entrance.
Stone spins into the air.
The metal and stone chimney vibrates from the blow, dislodging debris.
Dana slips off the rung, but catches herself in time.
Floofsoms reaches up with a paw and swipes at Alley.

The claws graze Alleys leg, ripping her pants and painfully
wounding her leg. She continues to climb.
Floofsoms struggles through his homemade opening.
Dana reaches the rusty, ash encrusted grating at the chimneys top opening. She pushes against it.

COUNTY CORONERS OFFICE - ROOF - NIGHT.

The mesh grate is held in place by a couple of exposed rusty
don t
and bent
screws.
They jiggle from Dana s blow,
come loose.
rut

•

149. EXT.

150. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Dana hits it again.

151. EXT.

COUNTY CORONERS OFFICE - ROOF - NIGHT.

The mortar surrounding the bolts cracks and flakes.

152. INT _

CHIMNEY - NIGHT _

Mullin looks back down the ladder.
Alley is about a quarter of the way up the ladder.
Floofsoms isn t far behind.

•

The creatures tremendous weight
rung he encounters_

bends or

crushes each new
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MULLIN
Dana...

•

Floofsoms swipes at Alleys feet again.
Misses.
The paw tears into the metal and stone.
MULLIN (cont'd)
Were running out of time.
Dana slams

her palm against the screen.

It buckles slight-

ly.
Floofsoms roars in anger.

MULLIN (cont'd)
Dana?
Her palm is bloody.

She hits the grate again.

A drop of blood drips onto Mullins face.
Alley climbs like a mad woman.

•

A length of bandage binding Alleys
behind her.
Dana pulls
upward.

body begins

to unravel

her hand back, and with all her might, pushes it

WALK!

153. EXT.

COUNTY CORONERS OFFTCF - ~?OOF - NIGHT.

The grating spins into
top.

154. INT.

the air

and clatters

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Go!

Go!

MULLIN
Go!

( cont .d )

Dana doesn t miss a beat.
Alley looks back down over her shoulder.

•

Floofsoms is gaining.

upon the roof

•
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155. EXT.

COUNTY CORNER'S OFFICE - ROOF - NIGHT.

Dana scrambles
out.

out into the cool night air and helps Jersey

156. INT_ CHIMNEY - NIGHT.
Mullin pushes on Jersey's rear.
who is coming up fast.

He looks back down at Alley

He extends a hand.
ALLEY
Get out of here!
Mullin is torn.
safety.

Get!

He hesitates a moment and then scrambles to

Alley pulls herself up, rung after rung.
Floofsoms does the same, but with great difficulty since his
paws aren't meant for grasping.

Floofsoms struggles
ney.

after her

in the confines

or

•

Alley nears the top.
the chim-

Alley reaches up through the chimney's top opening.
She breaks the surface.

157. EXT.

COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE - ROOF - NIGHT.

Alley's arm is immediately snared by
pull her out into the open air.

153. INT.

Mullin and

Dana, thei

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

His prey about to escape, Floofsoms snares the dangling
length of bandage trailing behind Alley and tugs.

150. EXT.

COUNTY CORONERS OFFICE -

ROOF -

NIGHT.

Alley is forcibly yanked back down into the chimney.

•

The upper chimney begins to collapse in upon
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Mullin and Dana attempt to stop Alley's downward slide.

160. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Floofsoms yanks again
161. EXT.

COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE - ROOF - NIGHT.

Alley is pulled violently from Mullin and Dana s grasp.
The protruding chimney collapses into a
Alley is sucked back into its interior.

pile of rubble as

DANA
No!
Jersey stumbles forward, too late to help.
JERSEY
Alley!

162. INT.

CHIMNEY - NICHT.

•

Alley drops like a stone toward Floofsoms.
Thirty feet from certain death. Alley
numbing halt as her left upper arm is
protruding rund on the ladder.

comes to a mindimpaled on a bent,

Bricks and chunks of mortar tumble past.
Alley screams in agony.
Floofsoms looks on curiously.

163. EXT.

COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE - ROOF - NDaHT.

Jersey, Mullin and Dana rip at the collapsed pile of bricks.

164. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Floofsoms watches with great interest as
above him.

Alley flails about

Sadistically, he gives the bandage a swift tug.

•

Alley screams in agony.
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COUNTY CORONERS OFFICE - ROOF - NIGHT.

•

165. EXT.

Jersey, Mullin and Dana continue to rip at the bricks.
166. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Floofsoms begins to advance up the ladder, the bandage still
clutched in his paw.
Alley uses this moment of slackness
the lip of a partially bricked
right.
She slips her foot onto a
protuding piece of metal.
free of her flesh.

167. INT.

to reach over and grab
up access tunnel on her

rund and lifts herself off the
She grits her teeth as it slides

CHIMNEY JCGESS TUNNEL - NIGHT.

Alley manages to partially pull her upper
twenty foot long, soot-encrusted tunnel.

•

She notices
other side.

a three

foot square

body

into the

sliding metal door on its

Hope springs into her eyes.

168. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Floofsoms attempt to reel Alley in.
Alley scrambles for a secure position.
away from the access tunnel opening.
She wedges herself between
chimney wall.

the ladder

Bricks and soot fall

and the side of the

Floofsoms slips and catches himself.
The tether goes slack.

169. EXT.

COUNTY CORONER 1 OFF T CE - ROOF - NIGHT.

Jersey is near collapse but continues to help remove bricks.

•

A hole is opened in the debris.

Soot billows out.

•
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170. INT.

CHIMNEY ACCESS TUNNEL - NIGHT.

Alley throws herself back into the tunnel.
171. INT_

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

The bandage is snapped taught.

172. INT.

ACCESS TUNNEL - NIGHT.

Once again, Alley fights for position.
Alley firmly grips a protruding pipe with her good arm and
fishes in her pocket for the lighter.
173. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT

Floofsoms has cut the distance between himself and
half. He pulls on the tether.

•

174. INT.

ACCESS TUNNEL - NIGHT.

Alley can
pipe.

175. INT.

Alley in

no longer

hold her own.

Her hand slips from the

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Alley slides out of the tunnel and hangs precariously on the
lip.
Floofsoms keeps up the assault.
Alley extends the lighter with great difficulty.
She flicks the flint.
Once.
Twice.
The lighter ignites.
Floofsoms hisses.

•

Alley strains against Floofsoms.
Alley uses the lighter to burn through the bandage.

•
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Much to Alley and Floofsoms" surprise,
bandage explodes into flames.

the solvent soaked

The fabric snaps, sending Alley back against the wall.
Floofsoms cowers
the depths.
Alley and
opening.

as the

flaming bandage

Floofsoms watch

spirals down into

as is falls into the incinerator

ALLEY
No...

176. INT.

SUB-LEVEL INCINERATOR - NIGHT.

The spilled solvents ignite.

177. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Alley turns and scrambles for the access tunnel opening.
MTJLLIN
•

Alley?
Mullins face appears
chimney section above.

through

a

hole

in

the collapsed

ALLEY
Get back!

Run!

Floofsoms looks about in confusion.
Mullins face darts back out of view.

178. INT.

CHIMNEY ACCESS TUNNEL - NIGHT.

Alley scrambles into the relative safety of the tunnel.

179. .lIL

SUB-LEVEL INCZNBEATQE— NJ! HT.

Cans of solvents rupture and explode.

•

The gas line hisses.

•
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180. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Floofsoms face falls as he realizes what is about to happen.
He takes two panicked steps on the ladder and -

181. INT_

SUB-LEVEL INCINERATOR - NIGHT.

The gas line ruptures.
KA-BOOM!H

182. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

A fire ball roars up the chimney.

183. EXT.

COUNTY

CORONERS

OFFICE - ROOF - NIGHT.

•

Mullin and Dana have just enough time to get to safety
before the fire ball explodes into the night sky behind
them.

184. INT.

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

Debris rains down in the empty chimneys smoker interior.

185. INT.

CHIMNEY ACCESS TUNNEL - NIGHT.

Alleys body is still.
bricks.

Her

form

is

covered

by

soot and

A beat.
Alley moans as she begins to stir.
as she begins to move.

Rubble tumbles off her

The woman coughs in the clogged atmosphe re and reorients
Painfully, she begins to crawl out of the access
herself.
tunnel _

186. INT_

CHIMNEY - NIGHT.

•

Alley tentatively
miazma of soot.

looks

out

into

the

chimneys

_swirling
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Its empty.
Alley swings a leg out onto the ladder.
ALLEY
Anybody - anybody up there?
A beat.
Mullin appears in the gaping hole at the top of the chimney.
The upped
wall.

half of

the ladder

has been

torn away from the

MULLIN
Alley!
JERSEY
You"re alive!
ALLEY
Barely.

•

Jersey is filled with relief, he bows his
himself for a moment.

head and collects

MULLIN
The dog - what about ALLEY
Dead.
She thinks on this.
ALLEY (cont"d)
(to herself)
Barbequed.
She cant help but chuckle at this.
DANA
Are you alright'?
ALLEY
Don"t worry about me - lust get
Jersey out of here.

•

MULLIN
Don"t move - just stay put. We 11
get help - help is on the way.
ALLEY
I"11 be right here - waiting -
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Alley watches as Mullin lifts Jersey to his feet. Dana
hangs at the edge of the hole for a moment before she moves
out of sight to help Mullin.
ALLEY (cont"d)
( to herself)
Resting.
Alley leans back against the brick
grimmaces at the pain in her upper
carefully and closes her eyes.

wall at her back. She
arm.
She favors it

All is quiet.
Peaceful.
Directly across from Alley, in the other access tunnel,
something stirs, barely discernable in the thick smog of
soot hanging in the air.
Alley continues to doze.
Slowly, Alley becomes aware of the movement.
head to the left, opens her eyes.

She rolls her

•

Like a dream, the smoke begins to clear.
Alleys eyes well with terror.
Charred and blackened, the
the lip of the tunnel.

Floofsoms Ghoul

pulls itself to

Alley whimpers as she slowly begins to pull herself away.
Floofsoms hasn"t
smarting eyes.

seen

her

yet, he s too busy rubbing his

Alley glances up toward the roof, suddenly well
there is no help available from there.
Alley begins
tunne 1.

to

recede

back

into

the safety of her own

She disturbs a pile of bricks.
They tumble noisily into the chimneys interior.
Floofsoms head darts around to face Alley.

•

Eye contact.
It roars horribly.

aware that

•
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Alley scrambles into the tunnel.
Floofsoms charges.
He crosses the distance between the two
access tunnel easily.

187. INT.

CHIMNEY ACCESS TUNNEL - NIGHT.

As quickly as possible, Alley rolls and drags herself away
from the tunnels opening.
Floofsoms appears and reaches
in, missing her by inches.
Alley throws herself against the sliding metal access tunnel
doorway.
Floofsoms begins to squeeze into the tunnel.
Alley yanks on the
open and sticks.

handle of

the grate.

It flys halfway

Floofsoms rushes forward with unbridled ferocity.
the way

•

In blind panic, Alley wrenches the door the rest of
open and throws herself into darkness.

188. INT.

SUB-LEVEL -

STORAGE DEPOT - CRAWLSPACE - NIGHT.

Alley drops into the area between the storage depots real
and false ceiling. A ladder running up the wall to the
chimney access grate whizzes by as she falls and collides
with the drop ceiling.

189. INT.

SUB-LEVEL - STORAGE DEPOT -

NIGHT.

Pressboard celing tiles and light fixtures are turned into
debris as Alley lands atop a metal shelving unit. The air
is knocked from Alleys lungs.
Floofsoms appears in the crawlspace above her, rearing his
ugly head from the access tunnel. He reaches for her.
Alley rolls.
Once again, she is airborne.

•

She lands face down, heavily impacting
Items rain down on her from the shelves.

with the floor.

Floofsoms rips at the ceiling as he tries to gain
the room.

access to

•

L .

Alley shakes off her stun.
Directly in front of her are several of the homemade, pipe
bombs complete with attached fuses.

A ceiling panel lands
further convincing.

near

Alleys

head.

She

needs no

Alley drags herself to her feet, scooping up the metal tubes
as she goes. The woman collides and trips over everything
in her path. She is near the breaking point.
Totally panicked and near exhaustion, Alley stumbles and
collides with almost everything in her path.

190. INT.

SUB-LEVEL - MAIN HALLWAY - NIGHT.

She reorients
Disoriented, Alley bursts into the hallway.
herself and jogs painfully toward the admittance area.
Floofsoms can be heard crashing around the storage depot.

SUB-LEVEL - ADMITTANCE - NIGHT.

•

191. INT.

Alley rushes into the admittance area. She trips. The pipe
bombs clatter across the floor. Alley tucks her head, fully
expecting to be blown to bits, but luckily, nothing happens.
CRASH!
Floofsom"s destructive
o n.

rampage from down the hall spurs her

Alley crawls over to the rent and twisted set of pneumatic
delivery doors and drags the bombs with her.
She fumbles with one of the metal tubes as she examines it.
Alley rips the fuse from the side of the pipe and inserts it
into the only possible receptacle.
She continuously glances jover
with trembling fingers.

her

shoulder

as

Suddenly, all is quiet.

•

Alleys blood runs cold.

She quickens her pace.

she works

•
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Finished, she unwinds a length of duct tape binding her body
and strings the pipe bombs together.
She tapes them to the door.
Alley winds all the fuses together.
Alley gets into position - ready to run like hell.
She glances over her shoulder one more time and then turns
back to face her handiwork.
lucky rabbit foot lighter, kisses

Alley pulls out Mullins
it and flicks the flint.

She takes a deep breath and lights the fuses.
Floofsoms roars!
Alley looks up.
Floofsoms clawed paw slices through the
and one of the pipe bombs.

air, catching Alley

•

Alley is thrown several feet back, colliding heavily against
the admittance desk. The bomb clatters and then rolls to a
stop mere feet from her head.
Floofsoms turns to face his adversary. The remaining pipe
bombs at his back have all sputtered out.
Alley glances at the pipe bomb near her.
half an inch long.

The

fuse is only

Floofsoms smiles and zeros in for the kill.
Alley suddenly moves to her knees.
ALLEY
(as cheerful as possible)
Floofsoms! Floofsoms!
Floofsoms stops and perks up.
Alley grabs the pipe bomb.
ALLEY (cone d)
Fetch!

•

Floofsoms suddenly drops his Ghoul demeanor
instant is a shadow of his former self.

and for an
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ALLEY (cont'd)
•

Fetch A11ey heaves the pipe.
ALLEY (cont"d)
- this!
Floofsoms happily snatches the bomb from the air between his
teeth.
Alley rolls behind the admittance desk.
Floofsoms turns to see this.
Oops.
His expression indicates that he realizes "he's been had".
Floofsoms reaches for the pipe.
KA-BLAMMM! ! !

192. EXT.

COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE - ADMITTANCE - NIGHT.

•

explosion

Floofsoms disintegrates as the entire wall surrounding the
pnuematic delivery doors blow out in a tremendous
of brick, mortar, twisted metal and glass.
Dana appears around the corner of the building.
tes for a moment, awed by the destruction.

She hesita-

She moves closer.

on

What's left of the admittance delivery i s shrouded in heavy
the other side.
smoke, it obscures everything
Dana waits expectantly.
Slowly, Alley appears like a wraith from the ruins.
Dana brightens and bursts into tears.
collapses

Alley
ragged woman
smiles.

She runs to Alley.

just as Dana reaches her, she helps the
to her knees. Alley hugs her. They exchange

•

ALLEY
(hoarse)
No more running, Dana - not
from ourselves -- not from life.
Alley looks up.

•

Mullin and Jersey loom over them.
Dana and Alley rise.

They all hug.

Some tears are shed.

Sirens fade up in the distance.

FADE OUT
FADE IN TO:

193. INT.

CHURCH - DAY.

A ring is slipped on to a finger.
Mullin lifts the brides veil and kisses Dana.
A lovely ballad begins to play.
The young couple smile.

•

They turn and head off down the aisle.

194. EXT_

CHURCH - DAY.

The happy couple spill out of the church and to a waiting
car. WELL WISHERS. FRIENDS and FAMILY pelt them with rice.
Alley stands off to one side
amount of weight.
Dana sees her through
the woman.

and

the car

watches.

She

has lost

window and smiles fondly at

Alley returns it.
Dana waves as the car pulls away from the curb.
JERSEY (O.C. )
Cute couple.
Ne has silently snuck
Alley turns to face the Lieutenant.
There is a healed, but deep scar adorning
up behind her.
Jersey s forehead.
JERSEY (cunt"d)
Who would " a thought.

•

Alley smile broadly.

•

JERSEY (cont"d)
You"re lookin" great Alley A new woman.
ALLEY
Wasn t easy - seven months of
will power. How"ve you been?
Jersey shrugs.

JERSEY
Alright. I"ve been off on a
leave of absence for a while
- y'know, taking a vacation.
ALLEY
A vacation? You?
Jersey grins.
JERSEY
yeah - havin a hell of a time
too.
There is an uneasy pause.
JERSEY (cont d)
Y"know Alley - I've been doin"
a lot of thinkin" lately actually a lot of thinkin
about you.
Alley stares at him curiously.

JERSEY (cont"d)
Maybe this ain"t such a great
question to ask - I mean, seeing
how you look and all, but Jersey swallows.
JERSEY ( coast d )
(nervously)
Will you have dinner with me?
Alley is actually kind of surprised.
JERSEY (coat d)
You still eat don " t you?
•

He extends h is arm .
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She takes it.
Jersey is proud as a peacock.

JERSEY (contd)
I know this great little place Jersey leads the radiant woman away.

ALLEY
Vegetarian.?
JERSEY
Vegetar= a - who can eat meat
anymore
They

ucxle as they walk off.

M

END CREDITS

•

•

*** THE END

* *

